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ABSTRACT

The overall objective of this program is the development of predictive
capability for the design, scale up, simulation, control and feedstock
evaluation in advanced coal conversion devices. This technology is important
to reduce the technical and economic risks inherent in utilizing coal, a
feedstock whose variable and often unexpected behavior presents a significant
challenge. This program will merge significant advances made at Advanced Fuel
Research, Inc. (AFR) in measuring and quantitatively describing the mechanisms
in coal conversion behavior, with technology being developed at Brigham Young
University (BYU) in comprehensive computer codes for mechanistic modeling of
entrained-bed gasification. Additional capabilities in predicting pollutant
formation will be implemented and the technology will be expanded to fixed-bed
reactors.

The foundation to describe coal-specific conversion behavior is AFR's
Functional Group (FG) and Devolatilization, Vaporization, and Crosslinking
(DVC) models, developed under previous and on-going METCsponsored programs.
These models have demonstrated the capability to describe the time dependent
evolution of individual gas species, and the amount and characteristics of tar
and char. The combined FG-DVCmodel will be integrated with BYU's
comprehensive two-dimensional reactor model, PCGC-2, which is currently the
most widely used reactor simulation for combustion or gasification. The
program includes: i) validation of the submodels by comparison with
laboratory data obtained in this program, ii) extensive validation of the
modified comprehensive code by comparison of predicted results with data from
bench-scale and process scale investigations of gasification, mild
gasification and combustion of coal or coal-derived products in heat engines,
and iii) development of well documented user friendly software applicable to a
"workstat ion" environment.

Success in this program will be a major step in improving the predictive
capabilities for coal conversion processes including: demonstrated accuracy
and reliability and a generalized "first principles" treatment of coals based
on readily obtained composition data.

The progress during the nineteenth quarter of the program is summarized
below.

For Subtask 2.a., a first draft of a manual was written for the stand-alone
(percolation)version of FG-DVC. Copies of the manual were sent to BYU.

Work continuedon the sulfur and nitrogen submodel. The first step is
to run a series of Argonne coals in the TG-FTIRapparatuswith the post-
oxidizer attached. During the past quarter, the post-oxidizeraccessorywas
installedand initialtestingwas begun.

Work continuedon the char reactivitysubmodel. After examinationof
several possible approaches,a decisionwas made to use the random pore model
of Bhatia and Perlmutterto describe the reactionunder the kineticcontrol
regime, lt is able to describe the variationof surface area with conversion
based on an analyticalexpressionwith a single adjustable parameterwhich
describes the initialpore structure. The recent progress has been in fitting
the reactivitymodel to both isothermaland non-isothermaldata for chars
produced from the Argonne coals and developinga set of values for the kinetic

rate parameters (A, E )cT),theforactive site concentration(#) and the charstructuralparameter_@ the random pore model.
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Work also continued on the swelling model. A numerical problem which
made the predictions sensitive to the size of the time step was fixed. This
gave better swelling predictions for the Pocahontas coal, which had been the
most difficult case, but somewhat worse predictions for Pittsburgh.

For Subtask 2.b., p;_gress was made in the development of the optical particle
imaging system and in signal conditioning so that small particles at low
temperature can be measured. Software was written to enhance the transfer and
analysis of data from the char oxidation tests. Under independent funding,
development of the modified reactor collection system was completed.

For Subtask 2.c., work was done on developing a radiative model for soot as
part of the soot submodel and the results were sent to BYU. The inputs will
be the volume fraction of soot and the temperature. The output will be the
average soot emissivity. The main difficulty will be to correct for the
presence of CO_and H20. This work is being done jointly with BYU since the
radiation mode_ is an integral part of PCGC-2.

For Subtask 2.d., no work scheduled.

For Subtask 2.e., work continued on the tar repolymerization submodel for
fixed-bed gasifiers. The basis for the model approach will be the theory that
has been developed to describe the operation of fixed-bed sorption devices for
purification of gas and liquid streams. The additional complications are that
the bed is not isothermal and the particles are devolatilizing to produce
additional material which can readsorb downstream. A important parameter is
the gas temperature since this determines whether the tar will condense to
form an aerosol, Once the tar is in this form, it can be removed by
"filtration" on the bed particles. A compilation is being made of literature
data that can be used to help validate the model.

For Subtask 2.f., the decision was made previously to construct an
experimental facility that would connect to the HPCPreactor of Subtask 2b.
Of the two experimental approaches considered in the previous reports, the
decision has been made to develop the "cartilever beam insert." In this
approach the sample will be mounted horizontally to one or two of the optical
access ports of the HPCPreactor. The design of the three-axis slide for
positioning the cantilever beam has been slightly modified. The design
details of the pressure chamber to house this assembly are being completed and
the necessary materials are being assembled.

For Subtask 2.g., incorporation of the sorbent reactions submodel was
continued. Predicted sulfur capture and sorbent conversion is lower than
expected and is being investigated.

For Subtask 3.a., problems were encountered with FG-DVC in the integrated
code. A simple devolatilization model with rates commensurate with those
predicted by FG-DVCis being used until these problems are resolved. Methods
of including energy feedback to devolatilizing particles from volatiles flames
are being considered. Four BYUgasification cases and four Imperial College
cases were simulated for code validation. Sensitivity of code predictions to
variation in particle optical properties was investigated and found minimal.
Work continued on graphics and user-friendliness.

For Subtask 3.b., work continued on developing and evaluating the
one-dimensional, fixed-bed model. A stand-alone version of the FG-DVC
percolation submodel, developed on a SUN3/260 workstation, was received from
AFR. This version of the FG-DVCsubmodel was studied for better understanding
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and proper integration in the comprehensive FBED-] code. The stand-alone
FG-DVC code was ported to a BYU's SUN 4/310 workstation. The stand-alone
FG-DVC code, modified to excludegraphics routines,was executed successfully.
The final fixed-bedcode, FBED-I, includesthe FG-DVC percolationsubmodel.A
sample case for the Wellman-Galushagasifier fired with the Jetson bituminous
coal was simulatedwith partial success: integrationbroke down in the
oxidationzone. Effortswere made to isolateand correct the problem by
modifying the code. No improvementin the resultswas achieved yet. A review
of the user's manual for MBED-I code was completed.

For Subtask 3.c., modificationswere continuedto allow PCGC-2 to simulate
sorbent injectionin sidewall inlets.

For Subtask 4.a., work continuedon identifyingprocessesfor potential
applicationof the entrained-bedcode. Letterswere written to
representativesof Clean Coal Technologyprojects. These projects were
reviewed for potentialapplicationof the entrained-bedcode, and three were
selectedfor consideration: an advanced cyclonecombustorfrom Coal Tech
Corporationwith sorbent injectionand air staging,an integratedgasification
combined-cyclesystem from ABB Combustion Engineering,and a gas suspension
_,bsorptionreactor from Airpol, Inc.

For Subtask 4.b., work continuedon collectingfixed-boddesign and test data
/"fromthe open literatureas well as by direct contactof the organizationsand
/the individualsactive in the field. Two new test cases of great potential
interestwere identified. The search for a post-doctoralresearch associate
was completed.
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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

I.A. PROGRAM BACKGROUNDAND DESCRIPTION

During the past 5 years, significantadvanceshave been made at Brigham

Young University (BYU) in comprehensivetwo-dimensionalcomputercodes for

mechanisticmodeling of entrained-bedgasificationand pt'Iverizedcoal

combustion. During the same time period,significantadvanceshave been made

at Advanced Fuel Research,Inc. (AFR) in the mechanisms and kineticsof coal

pyrolysis and secondaryreactions of pyrolysisproducts. This program

presents a unique opportunityto merge the technologydeveloped by each

organizationto providedetailed predictivecapability for advancedcoal

conversion processes. This predictivecapabilitywill incorporateadvanced

coal characterizationtechniques in conjunctionwith comprehensivecomputer

models to provide accurateprocess simulations.

The programwill streamline submodelsexisting or under developmentfor

coal pyrolysis chemistry,volatile secondaryreactions,tar formation,soot

formation, char reactivity,and SOx-NOX pollutantformation. Submodelsfor

coal viscosity,agglomeration,tar/char secondaryreactions,sulfurcapture,

and ash physicsand chemistrywill be developedor adapted. The submodels

will first be incorporatedinto the BYU entrained-bedgasificationcode and

subsequently,into a fixed-bedgasificationcode (to be selected and adapted).

These codes will be validatedby comparisonwith small scale laboratoryand

PDU-scale experiments. The validatedcode could then be employedto simulate

and to develop advancedcoal conversionreactorsof interestto METC.

I.B. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study are to establish the mechanisms and rates

of basic steps in coal conversion processes, to integrate and incorporate this

information into comprehensive computer models for coal conversion processes,

to evaluate these models and to apply them to gasification, mild gasification

and combustion in heat engines.
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I.C. APPROACH

This program is a closely integrated,cooperativeeffort betweenAFR and

BYU. The program consistsof four tasks: I)Preparation of Research Plans, 2)

Submodel Developmentand Evaluation,3) ComprehensiveModel Developmentand

Evaluation,and 4) Applicationsand Implementation.

I.D. CRITICAL TECHNICAL ISSUES

To achieve the goals of the program, the computer models must provide

accurate and reliabledescriptionsof coal conversionprocesses. This will

require the reductionof very complicatedand interrelatedphysical and

chemical phenomenato mathematicaldescriptionsand, subsequently,to

operationalcomputercodes. To accomplishthis objective,a number of

technical issuesmust be addressedas noted below. The status of each of

these tasks is also indicated.

A Separation of Rates for Chemical Reaction,Heat Transfer, and Mass

Transfer

A ParticleTemperatureMeasurementsUsing FT-IR E/T Spectroscopy

A FunctionalGroup Descriptionof Coal, Char, and Tar

A Tar FormationMechanisms

I Char FormationMechanisms

A Viscosity/Swelling

A IntraparticleTransport

I Pyrolysisof Volatilesand Soot Formation

I Secondary Reactionof Tar

I Particle Ignition

A Char Reactivity

I Ash Chemistryand Physics

A ParticleOptical Properties

I Code Efficiencyand Compatibilityfor Submodels

I Coupling of Submodelswith ComprehensiveCodes

I ComprehensiveCode Efficiency

I Turbulence

I SOX and NOX
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I Generalized Fuels Model

I Fixed-Bed Model

(o) to be addressed; (I) initiated; (A) almost completed; (C) completed.

These technical issues are addressed in the three Tasks as described in

Sections II-IV.

I.E. NINETEENTHQUARTERPROGRESS

Subtask 2.a. Coal to Char Chemistry Submodel Development and Evaluation

A first draft of a manual was written for the stand-alone (percolation)

version of FG-DVC. Copies of the manual were sent to BYU.

Work continued on the sulfur and nitrogen submodel. The first step is

to run a series of Argonne coals in the TG-FTIR apparatus with the post-

oxidizer attached. This allows detection of species that are not easily

detected in the IR, such as H2S (oxidizes to SO2). During the past quarter,

the post-oxidizer accessory was installed and initial testing was begun. Runs

have been done with Zap lignite coal at two different heating rates, but the

data have not yet been analyzed.

Work continued on the char reactivity submodel. After examination of

several possible approaches, a decision was made to use the random pore model

of Bhatia and Perlmutter to describe the reaction under the kinetic control

regime. Compared to other possible approaches, such as those of Gavalas or

Simons, it is mathematically simpler (fewer parameters) and has been tested

against a wider variety of data. lt is able to describe the variation of

surface area with conversion based on an analytical expression with a single

adjustable parameter which describes the initial pore structure. The recent

progress has been in fitting the reactivity model to both isothermal and non-

isothermal data for chars produced from the Argonne coals and developing a set

of values for the kinetic rate parameters (A, Eo, o), the active site

concentration (#) and the char structural parameter (_) for the random pore

model.

Work also continued on the swelling model. A numerical problem which

made the predictions sensitive to the size of the time step was fixed. This

gave better swelling predictions for the Pocahontas coal, which had been the
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most difficult case, but somewhat worse predictions for Pittsburgh. A

possible solution may be to adjust the gas diffusivity or include a nonuniform

bubble wall thickness.

Subtask 2.b. FundamentalHigh-PressureReaction Rate Data

During the last quarter, progress was made in the development of the

optical particle imaging system and in signal conditioning so that small

particles at low temperature can be measured. Software was written to enhance

the transfer and analysis of data from the char oxidation tests. Under

independent funding, development of the modified reactor collection system was

completed. Additional quantities of the test coals were carefully size-

fractioned to provide narrow ranges in particle size.

Subtask 2.c. SecondaryReaction of pyrolysisProducts and CharBurnout

During the past q:'arter,work was done on developinga radiativemodel

for soot as part of the soot submodeland the resultswere sent to BYU. The

inputs will be the volume fraction of soot and the temperature. The output

will be the average soot emissivity. The main difficultywill be to correct

for the presenceof CO2 and H20. This work is being done jointlywith BYU

since the radiationmodel is an integralpart of PCGC-2. A literature

correlationis being used (Kent and Honnery)to make predictionsof the

average soot emissivity. Correlationsfrom Hottel and Sarofim are being used

to correct for the contributionsof water and CO2. Based on comparisonsto an

actual measured soot, water and CO2 spectrum,it appears that these
correctionsare accurate to within 5%.

Subtask 2.d. Ash Physics and ChemistrySubmodel

No work scheduled.

Subtask 2.e. Large Particle Submodels

Work continued on the tar repolymerization submodel for fixed-bed

gasifiers. The basis for the model approach will be the theory that has been

developed to describe the operation of fixed-bed sorption devices for

purification of gas and liquid streams. The additional complications are that

the bed is not isothermal and the particles are devolatilizing to produce

4
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additional material which can readsorb downstream. A important parameter is

the gas temperature since this determines whether the tar will condense to

form an aerosol. Once the tar is in this form, it can be removed by

"filtration" on the bed particles. If the tar is in the vapor phase it must

physically adsorb onto the particle surface, a process which can be described

(at equilibrium) by the Langmuir isotherm.

A compilation is being made of literature data that can be used to help

validate the model. The focus has been on data for the Pittsburgh seam coal

which shows the change in tar yield and/or composition with variations in

heating rate, bed depth, flow rate, particle size, and reactor type.

Subtask 2.f. Large Char Particle Oxidationat Hiqh Pressure

For this subtask the decision was made previously to construct an

experimental facility that would connect to tile HPCPreactor of Subtask 2b.

Of the two experimental approaches considered in the previous reports, the

decision has been made to develop the "cantilever beam insert." In this

approach the sample will be mounted horizontally to one or two of the optical

access ports of the HPCPreactor. The design of the three-axis slide for

positioning the cantilever beam has been slightly modified. The design

details of the pressure chamber to house this assembly are being completed and

the necessary materials are being assembled. With the atmospheric pressure

reactor system described previously, satisfactory response of the transducer

for mass loss measurements was observed. Several satisfactory analyses were

made with the concentric tube chromatographic column for CO and CO2.

• Subtask 2.q. SOx-NOx_SubmodelDevelopment

Incorporation of the sorbent reactions submodel was continued.

Predicted sulfur capture and sorbent conversion is lower than expected and is

being investigated.

Subtask 3.a. Inteqrationof Advanced Submodelsinto Entrained-_-lowCode, with

Evaluationand Documentation

Problems were encountered with FG-DVCin the integrated code. A simple

devolatilization model with rates commensurate with those predicted by FG-DVC

is being used until these problems are resolved. Methods of including energy

5
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feedback to devolatilizing particles from volatiles flames are being

considered. Four BYUgasification cases and four Imperial College cases

were simulated for code validation. Sensitivity of code predictions to

variation in particle optical properties was investigated and found minimal.

Work continued on graphics and user-friendliness.

Subtask 3.b. Comprehensive Fixed-Bed Modeling Review, Development,

Evaluation, and Implementation

Work continued on developing and evaluating the one-dimensional,

fixed-bed model. A stand-alone version of the FG-DVCpercolation submodel,

developed on a SUN3/260 workstation, was received from AFR. This version of

the FG-DVCsubmodel was studied for better understanding and proper

integration in the comprehensive FBED-I code. The stand-alone FG-DVCcode was

ported to a BYU's SUN4/310 workstation. The stand-alone FG-DVCcode,

modified to exclude graphics routines, was executed successfully. The final

fixed-bed code, FBED-I, includes the FG-DVCpercolation submodel. A sample

case for the Wellman-Galusha gasifier fired with the Jetson bituminous coal

was simulated with partial success' integration broke down in the oxidation

zone. Efforts were made to isolate and correct the problem by modifying the

code. No improvement in the results was achieved yet. A review of the user's

manual for MBED-I code was completed.

Subtask 3.c. Generalized Fuels Feedstock Submodel

Modifications were continued to allow PCGC-2to simulate sorbent

injection in sidewall inlets.

Subtask 4.a. Application of Generalized Pulverized Coal Comprehensive Code

Work continued on identifying processes for potential application of the

entrained-bed code. Letters were written torepresentatives of three Clean

Coal Technology projects.

Clean Coal Technology projects were reviewed for potential application

of the entrained-bed code, and three were selected for consideration: an

advanced cyclone combustor from Coal Tech Corporation with sorbent injection

and air staging, an integrated gasification combined-cycle system from ABB

Combustion Engineering, and a gas suspension absorption reactor from Airpol,

6
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Inc. The absorption reactor would be an interesting application case since it

doesn't involve coal. Letters were written requesting recent reports and

available data for these three projects. Somedata were also obtained for the

Texaco/Coolwatergasifier.
I

i

Discussionswere held with Mr. Bert Zauderer,Presidentof Coal Tech

Corporation,regardingthe potential use of their cyclone combustoras an

applicationcase. Informationregardingthe SOx/sorbentreactionssubmodel

was shared,and several helpful suggestionswere received. Discussionswith
! =I

Coa_ Tech are continuing. Currently,the released versionof the code (87-

PCGC-2) is being used under an independent,proprietaryarrangementto provide

preliminarysimulationsof their combustor. Responseshave not yet been

received to our letters to ABB Combustion Engineeringand Airpol, Inc.

requesting informationon their processes.

Subtask 4.b. Applicationof Fixed-BedCode

Work continuedon collectingfixed-beddesign and test data from the
=

open literatureas well as by direct contact of the organizationsand the

individualsactive in the field. Two new test cases of great potential

interest were identified. The search for a post-doctoralresearch associate

was completedand Dr. M. Usman Ghani joined the team to work on subtalsks3.b

and 4.b. as a post-doctoralassociate.

7
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SECTIONII. TASK 2. SUBMODELDEVELOPMENTAND EVALUATION

Ob.iectives

The objectivesof this task are to develop or adapt advancedphys,cs and

chemistry submodelsfor the reactionsof coal in an entrained-bedand a

, fixed-bedreactorand to validate the submodelsby comparisonwith laboratory

scale experiments.

Task Outline

The developmentof advanced submodelsfor the entrained-bedand

fixed-bedreactJr models will be organizedinto the followinqcategories: a)

Coal Chemistry (includingcoal pyrolysischemistry,char formation,particle

mass transfer,particle thermal properties,and particle physicalbehavior);

b) Char ReactionChemistryat high pressure;c) SecondaryReactionsof

PyrolysisProducts (includinggas-phasecracking, soot formation,ignition,

char burnout, sulfur capture, _nd tar/gasreactioqs); d) Ash Physicsand

Chemistry (includingmineral characterization,evolutionof volatile,molten

and dry particle components,and ash fusion behavior); e) Large Coal Particle

Effects (includingsecondaryreactionswithin the particle and in multiple

particle layers;f) Large Char ParticleEffects (includingoxidation);g)

SOx-NOX Submodel Development(includingthe evolution and oxidationof sulfur

and nitrogen species);and h) SOX and NOX Model Evaluation.
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II.A. SUBTASK2.a. - COAL TO CHAR CHEMISTRY SUBMODEL

DEVELOPMENTAND EVALUATION

Senior Investigators- David G. Hamblenand Michael A. Serio

Advanced Fuel Research,Inc.

87 Church Street, East Hartford,CT 06108

(203) 528-9806

Objective

The objectiveof this subtask is to develop and evaluate,by comparison

with laboratoryexperiments,an integratedand compatible submodelto describe

the organic chemistryand physical changesoccurringduring the transformation

from coal to char in coal conversionprocesses.

Accomplishments

A first draft of a manual was written for the stand-alone(percolation)

version of FG-DVC. Copies of the manual were sent to BYU.

Work continuedon the sulfur and nitrogensubmodel. The first step is

to run a series of Argonne coals in the TG-FTIR apparatuswith the post-

oxidizer attached. This allows detectionof species that are not easily

detected in the IR, such as H2S (oxidizesto S02). During tilepast quarter,

the post-oxidizeraccessorywas installedand initialtesting was begun. Runs

have been done with Zap lignite coal at two differentheating rates, but the

data have not yet been analyzed.

Work continuedon the char reactivitysubmodel. After examinationof

several possibleapproaches,a decision was made to use the randompore model

of Bhatia and Perlmutterto describe the reaction under the kineticcontrol

regime. Comparedto other possible approaches,such as those of Gavalasor

Simons, it is mathematicallysimpler'(fewer parameters)and has been tested

against a wider varietyof data. lt is able to describe the variationof

sui-facearea with conversionbased on an analyticalexpressionwith a single

adjustable parameterwhich describesthe initialpore structure. The

extension of this model (and the other proposedmodels) to the case of

diffusion control in a rigorous fashionrequires a numericalsolution. In

this case, a simplifyingassumptionwill be used.

o

!
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The recent progress has been in fitting the reactivitymodel to both

isothermaland non-isothermaldata for chars produced from the Argonne coals

and developing a set of values for the kineticrate parameters (A, Eo, o), the

active site concentration(#) and the char structuralparameter (¢) for the

random pore model. A distributedrate model is used for the kinetics based on

the assumptionthat there is a distributionof active sites. However, the

initialfits have been done assuminga single activationenergy. This

assumptiongives reasonablepredictionsfor several of the medium rank chars

that have been produced. However,for higher and lower rank coals, the

characteristicshape of the char burn-off curve is different. The shapes are

also differentfor medium rank coal chars produced at high temperatures.

Reactivityexperimentsare being done on these various chars in order to

further develop the model. Once the model for the kinetic controlregime is

complete, it will be extendedto describe pore diffusion effects.

Work also continued on the swelling model. A numerical problem which

made the predictions sensitive to the size of the time step was fixed. This

gave better swelling predictions for the Pocahontas coal, which had been the

most difficult case, but somewhat worse predictions For Pittsburgh. A

possible solution may be to adjust the gas diffusivity or include a nonuniform

bubble wall thickness.

Char Reactivity

In order to accuratelydescribe char reactivity,one must be able to

account for the effect of I) rank; 2) degree of pyrolysis;3) char burnoff;4)

minerals and 5) char morphology.The relative effect of those factors may be

different for variouscoals and variousconditions,and are usually difficult

to estimate accurately.However,we can differentiatethe effect of rank and

degree of pyrolysis,which have an impacton the maximum value of the

reactivity,from the changes in reactivitywith char burnoff, lt is believed

that minerals and char morphogy have an effect on both the maximum value and

the degree of change in reactivitywith burnoff. From the accumulateddata

obtained at AFR and by others, it is concludedthat:

• For all coals, the degree of pyrolysis (obtained from different

heat treatment temperatures or heating rates) affects the

molecular" order of the char, and consequently the maximum

reactivity. The more severe treatments decrease reactivity.

I0
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• For high rank coals, changes in reactivity as a functionof

burnoffare dependenton changes in available surfacearea and/or

the distributionof activesites. The amount of initialsurface

area does not, however, alwayscorrelatewith the reactionrate,

which means that other factors(molecularorder for example) have

proportionallymore impacton reactivitythan surfacearea.

• For low rank coals, changesin catalytic activity,and not in

surfacearea, are the major factors influencingreactivityas a

functionof burnoff. The magnitudeof the initialreactivity is

also a strong function oF catalyticcontent, and does not depend

stronglyon total availablesurfacearea.

The reactivitymodel that is being developedwill accountfor these

effects. The predictionsof the changes in surface area versus burnoffwill

been obtainedusing a random pore model. Potentialchanges in activation

energy with burnoffdue to a change in the active site distributionwill also

be consideredif necessary,,

_!)Random Pore Model Description(kineticcontrol):

The modeling is based on the randompore model of Bhatia and Perlmuter

(1980) and Gavalas (1980).This model predicts the reactionrate and the

available surfacearea as a functionof burnoff.Several studies(Mahajan et

al., 1978, Tseng and Edgar (1984)have previously shown that, for the same

char, burnoffversus time plots for differentconditions (temperature,oxygen

pressure) can be normalized into a singlecharacteristiccurve which depends

only on the physicalstructureof the char, Rate variationsare then simply

controlled by physical structuralchangesduring reaction.The random pore

model estimatesthose structuralchanges by assuming an arbitrarypore size

distributionin the reacting solid.The reaction surface is consideredas the

result of the random overlappingof a set of cylindricalsurfacesof a certain

size distribution.As a functionof burnofF,the reaction surfaceinitially

exhibits an increasedue to growing surfaces,and later a decreasebecause of

intersectionsand overlappingsurfaces. The initial distribu'ionof the pores

is representedby one parameterc#which is itself a functionof the structural

parameters So (pore surface area), Lo (pore length), and co (porosity).

Theoretically,$ can be determinedexperimentallythroughmeasurementsof So,

11
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ko and Eo However due to possible uncertainties in the evaluation of these

values, _ can also be taken as an adjustable parameter. The choice of _ ,,
i

controls the value of the maximum reaction surface, and its position as a
/

function of burnoff /

/

The reaction rate, following Bhatia and Perlmutter, can be expressed as: /J
/

d---_= _ (l-X) SO _I-_ In (I-X)i-_ o

(II.A-I)

With X :burnoff,So : reaction surfaceat burnoff X : O. Using this

formulation,the reactionsurface area, S, at conversion,X, is equal to"

/

1 _I'-_ In (I'X)
S = S o l-eo

/

(II.A-2)

This model assumes no significant closed pore volume and no diffusional

resistance, lt is used to represent combustion under chemical reaction

controlled conditions (zone I). An extension of this study, done by the same

authors (Bhatia and Perlmutter, 1981), presents numerical calculations of

reaction rate under boundary layer, intraparticle and product layer

diffusional resistance control.

2) Comparisonof the model with literaturedata:

The main concern in using literature data is to make sure that it was

taken in the kinetic regime, since the random pore model is only valid under

those conditions. Using data carefully obtained in that regime (or at least

minimizing diffusion limitations by choosing an appropriate reaction

temperature, oxygen pressure and char amount), several authors have tested the

model. In all cases, the technique used was to model the mass loss using TGA

(thermogravimetric analysis). Bhatia and Perlmutter (1980) carried out

preliminary testing by fitting the experimental data of Hashimoto et al

(1973).

12
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Miura and Silveston(1989)compared differentmodels, includingBhatia's

random pore model, a volumetricreactionmodel and a grain model. They

concludedthat the random pore model provided the best fit for non-isothermal

char oxidationdata of a demineralizedbituminouscoal (taken at low

temperatureto be in the kineticregime) at differentheatingrates. They

obtained values of @ in the range of 10 to 30.

Su and Perlmutter(1985) also successfullyappliedthe randompore model

to fit isothermalchar oxidationdata for differentchars obtained from

anthracite and bituminouscoals.They observed a reasonableagreementbetween

the calculatedvalues of @ (usingmeasured values of So, Lo and Eo) and the

value of _ needed to fit the experimentaldata. A typicalvalue of _, from

their study, was 10. This gives a maximum reaction rate of 1.5 times the

initialrate at X=O, and happensat a value of burnoffof about 0.35. They

also compared reaction rate and pore surface area versus conversionat

different reactiontemperaturesand observed a good agreementbetweenthe two

normalizedcurves,which impliesthat surface area changesare responsiblefor

reactivitychanges. This also justifiesthe use of the random pore model.

Gavalas (1980) compared the results from the model with isothermal data

from Mahajan (1978) and Dutta and Wen (1977), and found a very good agreement

up to 70% burnoff. At high values of burnoff (> 80%) the model seems to

generally overpredict the oxidation rate. This can be due to the possible

disintegration of the particle at high conversions or a change in activation

energy. In the first case the model is inapplicable. For the second case, a

distribution of activation energies may need to be used for the modeling.

Gavalas 'fittedthe data using values of kDhigher than those found by other

authors, i.e., 30 and 150.

In the current study, the predictionsof the random pore model were also

compared with isothermaldata for lignite char from Tseng and Edgar (1984) and

good agreementwas observed. Interestingly,Tseng'sdata shows a small,

progressivevariation in the shape of the characteristiccurve with

temperature,mainly for low burnoffvalues. In that region,the reaction rate

is found to be higher at low temperature.The authorsexplainedthis as

follows: at low temperature,the reactantgas has enough time to diffuse into

the ultramicropores,the size of which are near that of the gas molecule.At

higher temperature,the ultramicroporescannot be reachedby the reactantgas.

The same phenomenonhas also been reported by Radovicet al., 1983, who claims

13
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that the portion of the burnoff plot of increasing slope could be eliminated

_n most cases by decreasing the reaction temperature. They also attribute the

effect to diffusional limitations and opening of previously partially closed

pores. This demonstrates the difficulty in obtaining pure kinetic data, even

at very low temperature. Gutierrez et al. (1987) also point out the fact that

diffusion limitations can exist even if the experimental characteristic curves

fall on the same curve. Tseng and Edgar (1985), in a study of bituminous and

anthracite coals, examined the influence of diffusion limitations on the

characteristic curve. They showed that kinetically limited characteristic

curves have a maximumrate at a conversion of roughly 40%, while diffusion

limited curves, depending on the degree of diffusion limitations, peak at

lower conversions, i.e. between 0 and 30%. They also showed that, with an

increasing diffusion resistance, the curves tended to the pure diffusion

controlled characteristic curve, when the reaction is limited to the outside

surface of the shrinking particle.

Data was analyzed from Ballal and Zygourakis (1987) for lignite,

Pittsburgh #8 and lll inois #6 chars. This data represents an example of a

mixed kinetic-diffusion limited system, where the peak of the characteristic

curve changes with temperature (moving to higher conversion for lower reaction

temperature), and typically occurs between 5 and 30%. The random pore model

was, however, used by the authors to fit the experimental data with a

reasonable agreement. This shows that the model, derived for the kinetically

controlled regime, can be used, to a certain extent, in situations where some

diffusion resistance is present. Zygourakis also observed the variations in

the shape of the characteristic curve with different reacting gases (02, C02).

Another important aspect of the analysis of combustion data concerns the

measurement of oxygen chemisorbed on the surface. Floess et al. (1988) and

Radovic et al., (1988) showed that, in the case of reaction in oxygen,

substantial amounts of oxygen complexes can be present on the surface of the

char. The rate of weight loss given by TGA is then the result of carbon loss

through combustion and oxygen gain by chemisorption. Those authors showed

that, for the chars they studied, by taking the oxygen weight gain into

account the rate of weight loss was steadily decreasing with conversion,

without an intermediate maximum. Radovic et al. (1988) made measurements of

carbon loss (through COand COz gases) using infrared detectors which showed

the same features and matched reasonably well the oxygen corrected curve.

Consequently, one has to be careful in attributing the change in rate as

14
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measured with TGAto effective changes in available surface area, as TGA

results may not always give an accurate representation of those variations.

From these observations, we can conclude that experimental conditions

(temperature, pressure and flow rate of oxygen, sample size) are important in

order to define the type of reaction regime, i.e., kinetic or diffusion

limited, and have a direct influence on the shape of the reaction rate vs

conversion, i.e., on the value of $. Moreover, TGA analysis needs to be

employed with caution, since it does not always reflect the "true" carbon loss

but is the result of simultaneous carbon loss and oxygen gain.

_3)Implementationof the model at AFR"

Our approach has been to use the random pore model together with, if

necessary, the implementation of either a continuous distributed rate or

discrete multiple Arrhenius rates. This choice is based on the fact that

active sites may have different activation energies, and that char becomes

less reactive at high degrees of burnoff. Such a concept has been introduced

following several TPD studies (Temperature Programmed Desorption) by Calo and

Perkins (1987) and Duet al. (1990). These studies showed that there is a

distribution of activation energies for oxygen complex desorption, lt is

reasonable to assume a possible distribution in activation energies of the

sites which are active during combustion. However, it is believed that not all

the sites containing an oxygen complex are active sites which will

participate in the reaction. This makes TPD results difficult to implement

directly for combustion conditions.

In the case of the need of such a distribution in activation energy

(i.e. changes in reactivity which could not be attributed to surface area

change), the parameters for the distribution will be determined by fitting

both isothermal and non-isothermal data.

In order to account for the large differences in reactivity between

different coals and different chars from the same coal, we also introduced a

parameter, #, dependent on the oxygen and mineral content of the coal as well

as on the degree of pyrolysis of the char estimated using the amount of

hydrogen contained in the char. /9 can be defined as follows:

15
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13--f (Hob,,,)g (0_o,_)(S + h(S))

(II.A-3)

with Hchar= hydrogen contentof the char

Ocoat= oxygen content of the coal

M = dispersedmineral contentof the coal

S = availablesurface area

f,g, h = functionsto be determinedusing correlations

The reaction rate in our model is then given by :

d---_= _ (I-X)I)

(II.A-4)

or

dC Ai exp _ (l-X) f (Hchdz) g (Ocoal) (SO l-eo

(II.A-5)

In the case of high rank coals,where M is negligible,the model is

equivalent to the random pore model. In the case of low rank coals, when M is

large, the model is equivalentto the volumetricmodel (i.e. there is no

influence of surfacearea changes on the reactivity).

The coding, using a single Arrhenius rate, has been completed and tested
J

over data and calculations provided by Miura and Silveston (1989). The option

for a distributed rate has been included in the coding, although, for a first

approximation, a single activation energy will be used.

4) Experimentalwork:

Technique used: A TG-FTIR apparatuswas used, which combines a TGA

(ThermogravimetricAnalyzer)with an on-lineFT-IR spectrometer.The
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simultaneous measurements of the weight loss from TGA and the amount of gas

evolved from FT-IR gives the mass loss (TGA), carbon loss (FT-IR), and, by

difference, the amount of oxygen complex on the surface. This should enable

us to get the "true" reaction rate.

Isothermal and non-isothermal data is in the process of being obtained.

From the isothermal experiments, information will be obtained on the surface

area change and possibly on the activation energy distribution. One way to

retrieve this information is to plot dW/dt versus W (W=amount of material

left) for each data point. This value corresponds to the instantaneous

reaction rate k, assuming a first order reaction. Changes in k during an

isothermal experiment indicate either a change in activation energy or a

variation in available surface area.

Conditions: Experimental conditions are important in order to make sure

that no temperature gradients or diffusion limitations are present in the

sample. Small coal samples (<I0 mg), an adequate oxygen flow (maximum 40

cc/min oxygen flow with a 250 cc/min helium flow, equivalent to 13% oxygen),

and low temperatures are used. The low temperature and low pressure of oxygen

insures a slow reaction rate. Since the heat generation rate is directly

proportional to the reaction rate (itself inversely proportional to the time

constant To.s = time of 50% burnoff), a slow reaction limits the potential

heat up of the sample (Tseng and Edqar, 1984). lt also limits the diffusion

resistance, since oxygen has enough t'me to reach even the smallest pores.

Using small samples insures that no film diffusion resistance across the

sample pan is present. However, problems resulted in both TGA reliability and

homogeneity of the sample with the use of very small samples (<I0 mg). As a

compromise, I0 mg samples are being used. lt is assumed that, although some

external diffusion may be present because of the thickness of the bed, this

does not have any influence on the results other than reducing the reactivity

by a constant factor (Fig. II.A-I). Additional verification of this

assumption will be performed.

Results (isothermal): Data were obtained over a wide range of

temperatures, and with various types of chars. The rate of evolution of carbon

from CO and CO2 measurements using FT-IR was compared to the rate of mass loss

using TGA. Both showed a similar shape of rate vs. conversion, which means

that in the case of the chars studied, the effect of the weight of oxygen

chemisorbed on the surface (usually less than 4% on coal basis) is not

17
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important when discussing changes in the curve's shape. Consequently, TGA

measurements as well as FT-IR measurements can be used for the determination

of kinetic rates of char oxidation. The amounts of evolved gases measured

with FT-IR and of weight loss measured with TGAcompare reasonably weil, i.e.,

within 5% on coal basis. The difference mainly comes from SOX, NOX and other

gases which are not accounted for by the FT-IR measurements.

In order to assess the experimental conditions under which kinetic

control is obtained, a series of experiments was done with a 900°C Pittsburgh

#8 char. Initially, a reaction temperature of 560o C was used, which is 35°C

lower than the value of Tcrit from standard non-isothermal measurements. Under

those conditions, the characteristic curve exhibits a maximumearly in

conversion (roughly 20%) followed by an almost linear decrease of the rate,

which may be a sign of diffusion limitations. After reducing the reaction

temperature down to 500°C, we obtained a characteristic curve with a maximum

at 30% conversion. At 480°C, the maximummoved up to 35% conversion. At this

temperature, the r_action rate is very low (0.01 rain1), and the data are

scattered, which necessitates an averaging over several data points. Since the

maximum rate occurs at a conversion close to the 40% found by Tseng and Edgar

(1985), it is likely that the reaction is kinetically controlled at that

temperature. For further proof, experiments were run with different particle

sizes (lOOx200 mesh and -325 mesh) at the two temperatures of 480°C and 560°C.

At 480°C, as shown in Fig. II.A-2, the rate versus conversion curves overlay

for the two particle sizes, while at 560°C, as shown in Fig. II.A-3, the

smaller particle size showed a higher rate and a slightly later peak in

conversion than for the larger particle size. This confirms our suspicion

that, at 480°C, the reaction is kinetically limited and that, at 560°C,

diffusion limitations are present. Further experiments will be performed with

a very large particle size cut (20x48 mesh) at those temperatures. Also, data

at lower temperatures (440°C and 460°C) will be obtained in order to estimate

the activation energy in the kinetic regime. Data obtained with a 600°C

Pittsburgh #8 char showed a different behavior, with a maximum at 35%

conversion for the three temperatures used (500°C, 440°C and 420°C) and a

characteristic curve identical in the three cases. However, in order to assess

without any doubt the type of regime, additional runs will be performed with

different particle sizes and in a larger temperature range. The fact that the

characteristic curve does not vary may imply a basic difference between the

600°C char pore structure and the pore structure in higher temperature chars.

Su and Perlmutter (1985) studied the pore structure of different types of
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chars and effectively found that more macropores, mesopores and micropores are

present in low temperaturechars. As a result,diffusion limitationsmay not

be as importantthan for low porosity chars, even at higher temperature.

Isothermalreactivitydata of 900°C chars of Zap, Illinois#6 and Pocahontas

were also obtainedat reaction temperaturesof 25°C lower than Tcrit.For

Illinois #6 and Pocahontas,the characteristiccurves looked very similar to

that of Pittsburgh#8, with a maximum at 15-20% conversion (i.e. some

diffusion limitationsare present).Oxidationof the Zap lignitere;.._.tedin a

curve with no maximum at all, which is either representativeof the pure

diffusion limitedregime (reactionlimitedto the external surface),or the
i

result of a highly porous structure,with no diffusion limitations.Another

possibility,which is thought to be the most probable, is that the catalytic

influenceof minerals is the major factor affecting reactivityof the lignite.

Literaturestudies (Du, et al., 1990) show that, in this case, reactivity is

proportionalto the amount of dispersedminerals,with no effect from surface

area.

Results (Non-isothermal):From non-isothermalexperiments,the Tcritof

samples with differentdegrees of burnoffwill be measured,which will also

provide informationon the availablesurfacearea and possiblythe activation

energy distribution.Chars with differentdegrees of burnoff (0 % to 100 %)

will be produced isothermally.The temperatureof the experimentwill be at

least I00°Clower that the critical temperaturemeasured by non-isothermal

experimentsin order to be under chemicalreaction control a_Idto have a

reasonabletime scale.

5) Modelinq of AFR data (kineticcontrol):

The random pore model is used to fit kineticallylimitedsystems, i.e.

isothermalor non-isothermalexperimentsat low temperatures,and for coals

for which surfacearea changes are the main cause of reactivityvariations,

i.e., medium and high rank coals.

Surface area: Data of a Kentuckycoal were obtained over a large range

of burnoff (0% to 95%). Measurementsof surface area (Nz and COz) showed an

initial increaseup to about 25% burnofffollowed by a continuousdecrease.

The fit of surfacearea using the random pore model as shown in Fig. II.A-4

led to a good agreementbetween data and theory for @ = 10. Data of
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calculated surface area based on changes in Tcrit measurements with burnoff

(normalized to appear on the same scale than measured values) are also shown

in Fig. II.A-4. A good correlation is found between the relative variations

of the calculated values and those of the experimental data. This result

supports the use of Tcrit data to evaluate relative variations in reactivity

and estimate the functions f, g and h.

Low-temperature char: As mentioned above, the characteristic curve of

the reactivity as a function of burnoff for low-temperatl_re Pittsburgh #8 char

was found to be similar over a large range of temperature. As presented in

Fig. II.A-5, the curve was very well fitted at all temperatures with a value

of ¢ of 50 and an activation energy of 30 kcal. This agrees with the value of

activation energy found by Tseng and Edgar (1985) in a similar study using

bituminous coals.

.High-temperature char: This type of char has been found to be very

sensitive to diffusion limitations. This is probably due a lower macro and

micro porosity than for chars produced at less severe conditions.

Consequently, only data obtained at very low temperatures will be used to make

sure that the reaction is kinetically limited.

Reactivity predictiens: Although Tcrit is probably measured in the

diffusion limited regime, it was shown above that it still accurately

represents relative variations in reactivity. Using the large database of

measured Tcrit values for different coals and chars, the functions f, g, h of
the model will be determined.

Low temperature isothermal runs will also be performed to validate the

method in the kinetic regime and to estimate the values of _.

Plans

Continue submodel development for swelling, optical properties,

evolution of sulfur and nitrogen species, and char reactivity.
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II,B. SUBTASK 2,B. - FUNDAMENTAL HIGH-PRESSURE REACTION RJkTE DATA

Senior Investigators Geoffrey J, Germane and Angus U, Blackham

Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah B4602

(B01) 37B-Z355 and 6536

Student Research Assistants Charles R, Monson, Gary Pehrson,

David Wheeler, James Rigby, and Trace Salmon

Ob_ectIves

The Overall objective of this subtask is to measure and correlate reaction

rate coefficients for pulverized-coal char particles as a function of char

burnout in oxygen at high temperature and pressure,

Accompl i _hment$

Three components of the subtask have been identilied to accomplish the

objectives outlined above: 1) develop the laminar-flow, high-pressure,

controlled-profile (HPCP) reactor, 2) prepare char at high temperature and

pressure, arld 3) determine the kinetics of char-oxygen reactions at high

pressure, The HPCP reactor, capable of functioning at 400 psi (27 atmospheres),

has been constructed to perform the fundamental reaction rate measurements

required for the study, Data from another char oxidation study (atmospheric

pressure) conducted at Brigham Young Univer_sitywill also be used,

Development of the optical particle imaging system and the reactor

collection system was nearly completed, Preparation of coal samples with the

proper size classification was also nearly finished for the upcoming char

preparation and reaction rate te_ts,

High Pres_qre React,vr and Instrument_!_iQn Development
, ,

HPCP Re_9_t_.Q_EThe gas mixing station was assembled and interfaced with

the data acquisitionsystem during the reporting period, The station consists

of the hardware necessary to meter and mix two gas flows. Nitrogen and air will

be mixed during char oxidation experiments to provide oxygen concentrations from

0 to 21% for the primary and secondary gas flows,
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Optical Instrumentation The optical instrument is patterned after a

system developed at Sandia National Laboratories for in situ measurement of

single particle temperature, velocity and diameter (Tichenor et al,, 1984), A

description of the instrument and its operation was given in the 15th Quarterly

'Report, Implementation of the optical instrument in the char oxidation

experiments will improve the accuracy of the particle temperature and size

history, resulting in more accurate reaction rate parameter determination,

Most of the work performed during the reporting period centered around the

optical instrument, Cooperation with the other research group in the Brigham

Young University Combustion Laboratory that is developing a nearly identical

instrument is continuing, The optical elements of the instrument were aligned

and focused and signal conditioning modules were assembled and connected to the

photomultiplier outputs, Light-tight covers which enclose the instrument and
attach to the HPCP reactor allow the instrument to be used in the room with

normal lighting, A number of issues concerning the instrument operation have

arisen that either have been or must be dealt with before optimum functioning

can be expected, These are discussed below,

The configuration of the trigger _'aschanged to improve trigger detection,

Initially, the scattered laser light passed through all of the optical elements,

reflecting off the back side of the beamsplitter to the laser detector.

Sufficient light was not available at the laser detector to discriminate between

a particle and noise in the system, To increase the laser intensity at the

detector, two changes were made, The laser was focused from its BOO m waist

diameter to 100 m diameter at the optical control volume, A prism was also

mounted to the back of the coded aperture over the trigger window to redirect

the scattered light directly to the laser detector,

During the initial instrument checkout, it was discovered that very little

signal was obtained from the 400 nm channel, Subsequent calculations showed

that a wavelength of 500 nm would significantly improve the signal level as well

as the signal-to-noise ratio, A 500 nm filter was installed that greatly

enhances the output from the second channel,

Also during the initial checkout, it was found that data transfer from the

oscilloscope to the computer and subsequent analysis of a single particle trace

required approximately ten minutes with significant operator input during this

time, This is unacceptably slow when considering that approximately 50 traces

must be analyzed for each test. A much faster interface between the

oscilloscope and computer has been ordered and the trace analysis program is

beii';gstreamlined to increase this speed,
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The calibration of the tungsten strip lamp used for temperature

calibration of the instirument became suspect when the initial calibration could
not be verified, A memb_erof the team travelled to Sandia National Laboratories

in Livermore, Califorin_ia, and recalibratecl the lamp, While at Sandia an

informative discussion cconcerning the optical instrument was held with the
instrument's inventors amd users, lt was learned that researchers at Sandia use

a discrimination algorithm to eliminate invalid particle traces (with their

associated erroneous results) from the analysis process, An invalid trace is

obtained when two or more particles are in the control volume simultaneously or

a particle's path is not completely within the coded aperture boundaries, A

discrimination algo, ithm i_as subsequently been written for this project, lt

consists of a digital lowppass filter that eliminates noise from the trace,
Several features of this smoothed trace are then checked to ensure that the

expected particle signature is present, Besides rejecting invalid traces the

algorithm provides a good estimate of particle size and velocity, thereby

speeding convergence of the least squares fitting routine, The discrimination

al gori thin i s bei ng i ntegrate_l into the fi ttf ng routine,

Light emitted from the glowing reaction tube within the reactor has proven

to be problematic, The ! cm diameter holes through the reaction tube allow a

clear view through the reactor to a cold background, but diffuse light from the

reaction tube enters the instrument optical path resulting in an increase in

measurement noise, Optimization of the instrument alignment has led to

decreases in this noise and it is expected that larger reaction tube sight holes

and possibly some masking within the reactor will eliminate the problem,

The question has been raised concerning the error introduced into particle

temperature measurements clue to reactor wall emissions reflecting from the

particle, An analysis was performed to quantify this effect, lt was assumed

that full reflectance occurred with a particle emisivity of 0,8 and a wall

emisivity of 0,4, The results are shown in Figure II,B-I, Measured

temperatures vs, reactor wall temperature are plotted for four true particle
temperatures covering the ranges expected in this study, lt is seen that at low

wall temperatures almost no error occurs, The measured temperature becomes

slightly lower than the actual temperature as the wall temperature increases to

the true particle temperature, As the wall temperature continues to increase

above the particle teniperature the measured temperature begins to approach the

wall temperature, As long as the true particle temperature remains higher than

the wall temperature, the true temperature is slightly underpredicted with the

maximum error occurring when the wall temperature is about lOOK lower than the

true temperature, This error increases with increasing particle temperature but

is only about 25K for a particle at 200OK,
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The preceding analysis was performed assuming that full reflectance

occurred, Further analysis was performed to determine how much reflectance
would actually occur, The scattering behavior of a char particle was determined

using a program (Bohnen and Hu1'fman, 1983) that solves the Maxwell

electromagnetic equations that govern the particle's radiation field, lt was

assumed that the particle was spherical with a complex refractiv9 index of

2,0-ii,0 (Menguc and Viskanta, 1987), Figure II,B-2 shows the radiation scatter

plot for a 25 m particle at 700 nm wavelength with incident radiation in the
direction shown, lt is seen that nearly all of the radiation leaves the

particle in the forward direction, Figure II,B-3 shows the configuration of the

particle radiation at the optical plane of the HPCP reactor, lt was obtained by

integrating around the reaction tube with no radiation emitted from the sight
holes in the reaction tube, lt is seen that little radiation originating from

the reaction tube is collected in the optical instrument lenses, Hence, the

maximum errors computed above assuming full wall reflectance are decreased to

nearly no error for the burning char in the HPGP reactor,

Tarlr_harlGas GollQction System Through independent funding, the

separation and collection system of the HPCP reactor is being modified to

enhance its ability to monitor and characterize gas species evolution during

devolatilization and oxidation runs, The principal volatiles species targeted

in the study include CO, C02, CH4, CzH4, and CzH6, The initial intent was to

draw off a continuous representative sample of the exhaust gases, downstream of

the char/tar separations, which would be analyzed by an on-line gas

chromatograph (GC), The results of the sample analysis could be extrapolated to

characterize the total gas species evolution for each test run,

An accurate characterization of the gas species evolution by direct

sampling of the exhaust gases by the GC was determined to be infeasible for two

main reasons: I) the flow rate through a GC column is in the range of 40 ml/min-

four orders of magnitude lower than many of the exhaust gas flow rates that are

used in high pressure tests, and 2) the concentrations of the target volatile

gases are too low, To achieve an accurate description of gas species evolution,

it was necessary to develop a system which could collect and concentrate a

representative sample of the target gases from the reactor exhaust before it
could be characterized by GC analysis,

We are currently investigating the feasibility of using a gas trap which

consists of a test tube with a small-mesh, phalate ester-coated alumina packing,

During an experimental run, a vacuum pump is used to continuously draw a gas

sample from the exhaust through the concentrating trap at a flow rate up to

121/rain, The small-mesh alumina packing provides a large surface area allowing

the target volatiles to be absorbed by the phalate ester coating, The trap is
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immersed in a dry ice bath to assist the absorption process, At the completion

of the run, the trap is immersed in a hot bath to release the trapped gas

species for analysis by the GC,

Ch:r PreparAtion _t High Temperature and High Prez_ure

The coal samples have been pulverized and classified in anticipation of

the char preparation tests in the HPCP furnace prior to the char oxidation
studies, No additional work was completed in this area during the reporting

period,

Kinetics of Char-Oxygen Reactions at Hlah Pressure

A detailed description of the char oxidation experiments and the approach

to determine kinetics parameters was presented in the 18th Quarterly Report,

No additional work was completed in this area during the reporting period,

plans

During the next quarter, optical insturctment development, calibration and

checkout projects will be completed, Subtask Zb is envisioned to be completed

by the end oi the year,

Char preparation and oxidation for some of the test coals will be

initiated under carefully controlled conditions in the HPCP reactor, Final

tuning of the optical imaging system will be completed and char particle

temperatures, size and velocity will be measured in the HPGP reactor,

During the upcoming quarter, the detection capabi3ities of the GC, the

design of the gas trap and its operation will be tested and characterized under

independent funding to ensure an accurate representation of gas species

evolution in devolatilization and oxidation tests, The new separation and

collection system will be fully evaluated and used in a comprehensive series of

high-pressure, coal devolatilization runs,
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II.C. SUBTASK2.c. - SECONDARYREACTION OF PYROLYSISPRODUCTS

AND CHAR I!,_URNOUT

SUBMODEL DEVELOPMENTAND EVALUATION

Senior Investigator - James R. Markham and Michael A. Serio

Advanced Fuel Research, Inc.

87 Church Street, East Hartford, CT 06108

(203) 528-9806

O_Ob"ective

The objectiveof this subtask is to develop and evaluateby comparison

with laboratoryexperiments,an integratedand compatible submodelto describe

the secondaryreactionsof volatile pyrolysisproducts and char burnoutduring

coal conversionprocesses. Experimentson tar cracking, soot formation,

tar/gas reactions,char burnout, and ignitionwill continueduring Phase II to

allow validationof submodels.

Accomplishments

During the past quarter, work was done on developinga radiativemodel

for soot as part of the soot submodeland the resultswere sent to BYU. The

inputs will be the volume fraction of soot and the temperature. The output

will be the average soot emissivity. The main difficultywill be to correct

for the presenceof CO2 and H20. This work is being done jointlywith BYU

since the radiationmodel is an integralpart of PCGC-2. A literature

correlation is being used (Kent and Honnery)to make predictionsof the

average soot emissivity. Correlationsfrom Hottel and Sarofimare being used

to correct for the contributionsof water and CO2. Based on comparisonsto an

actual measured soot, water and CO2 spectrum,it appearsthat these

correctionsare accurateto within 5%.

A primary concern was to correct for the effect of the water and CO2
bands, lt turns out that these bands are sufficiently close to the location

of the average wavelength of the soot radiation that the soot acts like a grey

body.
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Soot RadiativeProperties

In previouswork, equations II.C-laand Ib were developedto describe

the soot radiativepropertiesas a function of temperature. However, these

equationsdid not have a correction factor due to the overlapof the soot

continuumwith H20 and CO2 lines. The equationswere of extinction

coefficients,as follows:

ksootem= (1.9) x 103 x fv x Te (m"I) (II.C-la)

ksootabs= (1.9) x 103 x fv x Tb (mI) (II.C-lb)

where fv is the volume fraction,and Te, Tb are the appropriatetemperatures,

in Kelvin, for emissionand absorption,respectively. The correctionterms

for the overlap of soot and vapor radiationfeatures are describedbelow.

Hottel and Sarofim (1967) describe a correction due to such overlap, AE,

(their Eq. 6-58).

as AE = 7. c i - [I - _i (1-ci)] (II.C-2)
i

With a three component model for flame radiation (soot, H20, and C02)_

and with the correction due to the overlap of CO2 and H20 lines already

included in PCGC-2, the additional correction simplifies to two pairwise

corrections, for soot-CO2 and soot-H20, respectively.

In that case, Eq. II.C-2 simplifies to

ACsoot,CO2 : Csoor' x eco2 (II.C-3)
and

A Esoot,H20 = Gsoot X EH20 (II.C-4)

However, Eq. II.C-2 only applies if all but one of the species is a

grey-body radiator; not the case for soot. In this section, the proper

calculation for the correction term is described, and it is shown that Eqs.

II.C-3 and II.C-4 calculate the correction to within 4% for all temperatures

and concentrations of interest.
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The optical constants of soot from Habib and Vervisch (1988) were used

them to calculate the soot absorption constant, k

36 I[ x n_ k_ v
kve S

(nvz - kf + 2)2 + 4 nf kf (II.C-5)

and the emissivity,E

(v,,(f) = I - e [ - k_,s x fv ] (II.C-6)

for eight values of fv between 5 x 10.6and 5 x 10.4.

For each fv, "average" (as opposed to "spectral") quantities were
calculated.

(s (f) : f Ev,s(f) Rb_dv / f Rb,dv (II.C-7)

where Rbv is the Planck function. These o's were calculatedfor temperatures

of 1500 K, 1800 K, and 2100 K.

From measured absorbance spectra of water, Av, and seven va_lues of water

concentration, X,, the emissivity of water vapor was calculated.

E,,.: I - exp(-Av x X,) (II.C-8)

and hence average emissivity

E, : ]" c_,_ Rbvd_ / ]" Rb_dv (II.C-9)

In similar fashion c_,co2 and Ecoz for carbon dioxide were calculated.

Finally, the emissivities, Es,_ and Es,co2, for soot-water and soot-CO2,
respectively, were calculated.

For soot-water'

Cv,s.. = 1 - exp [ - kv,s fv + A_,, X, ] (II.C-I0)

f (v,s-wRbv dv

ava$-W

fRbv dv (ll.C-Ii)
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The correction, A cs.,, is formed as follows"

es. W : Eav,s. w - esoot - Ewater, (II.C-12)

and this correction was compared with the prediction of Eq. II.C-4 by taking

the ratio

tEs.JA Esoot.H20 : A Es.JCco2 x Esoot (II.C-13)

A similar calculation was done for soot-HzO.

The ratios are plotted as "spectra" with the x-value representing

different combinations of fv, X (or Esoot, Ecoz) in Figs. II.C-I and II.C-2.

For one value of Xco2, fv is changed over its range, giving rise to the down

sloping line at the left of Fig. II.C-I. Then a new value of Xcoz is chosen,

and the cycle of fv repeated for this value, and so on for the seven values of

Xcoz. The results show that the simple correction of Eqs. II.C-3 and II.C-4

is correct to within 5%, and that is the correction which we recommend, lt

turns out that the water and COz bands are sufficiently close to the location

of the average wavelength of the soot radiation that the soot acts like a

grey-body.

Plans

Continue work on submodels for ignition and soot formation.
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II.D. SUBTASK 2.d. - ASH PHYSICSAND CHEMISTRY SUBMODEL

Senior Investigator'-James Markham

Advanced Fuel Research, Inc.

87 Church Street,East Hartford,CT 06108

(203) 528-9806

Objective

The objective of this task is to develop and validate, by comparison

with laboratory experiments, an integrated and compatible submodel to describe

the ash physics and chemistry during coal conversion processes. AFR will

provide the submodel to BYU together with assistance for its implementation

into the BYU PCGC-2comprehensive code.

To accomplish the overall objective, the following specific objectives

are: I) to develop an understanding of the mineral matter phase

transformations during ashing and slagging in coal conversion; 2) To

investigate the catalytic effect of mineral matter on coal conversion

processes. Data acquisition will be focused on: I) design and implementation

of an ash sample collection system; 2) developing methods for mineral

characterization in ash particles; 3) developing methods for studying the

catalytic effects of minerals on coal gasification.

Accomplishments

No work scheduled.

Plans

Complete work on submodel for ash chemistry and physics.

/
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II.E, SUBTASK2.e. - LARGE PARTICLE/THICKBED SUBMODELS

Senior Investigators - Michael A. Serio and David G. Hamblen

, ' Advanced Fuel Research, Inc.

87 Church Street

East Hartford, CT 06108

(203) 528-9806

Objective

The objectivesof this task are to develop or adapt advancedphysicsand

chemistry submodelsfor the reactionsof "large"coal particles (i.e.,

particleswith significantheat and/or mass transport limitations)as well as

thick beds (multipleparticle layers) and to validate the submodelsby

comparison with laboratoryscale experiments. The result will be coal

chemistry and physicssubmodelswhich can be integratedinto the fixed-bed (or

moving-bed)gasifier code to be developedby BYU in Subtask 3.b.

Consequently,this task will be closely coordinatedwith Subtask3.b.

Accomplishments

Work continued on the tar repolymerization submodel for fixed-bed

gasifiers. The basis for the model approach will be the theory that has been

developed to describe the operation of fixed-bed sorption devices for

purification of gas and liquid streams. The additional complications are that

the bed is not isothermal and the particles are devolatilizing to produce

additional material which can readsorb downstream A important paralneter is

the gas temperature since this determines whether the tar will condense to

form an aerosol. Once the tar is in this form, it can be removed by

"filtration" on the bed particles. If the tar is in the vapor phase it must

physically adsorb onto the particle surface, a process which can be described

(at equilibrium) by the Langmuir isotherm.

The condensation/evaporation cycles of the tar in the bed are similar to

what occurs in a reflux column. As a first approximation, the amount of tar

which should be in the liquid phase at the top of the bed will be calculated

and the assumption will be made that all of it is removed. How well this
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works will depend on how accurately the vapor-liquid equilibrium for tar is

described and the efficiency of the tar aerosol filtration process that occurs

in the bed.

A compilation is being made of literature data that can be used to help

validate the model. The focus has been on data for the Pittsburgh seam coal

which shows the change in tar yield and/or composition with variations in

heating rate, bed depth, flow rate, particle size, and reactor type.

P1a__..n__s

Continue development of single particle model with BYU. Continue work

on tar repolymerization submodel.
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II,F. SUBTASK 2.F. - LARGE PARTICLE OXIDATION AT HIGH PRESSURES

Senior Investigators: Angus U, Blackham and Geoffrey J, Germane

Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602

(801) 378-2355 and 6536

Student Research Assistants: Ken Bateman and Gary Pehrson

Objectives

The overall objective for this subtask is to provide data for the reaction

rates of large char particles of interest to fixed-bed coal gasification systems

operating at pressure,

The specific objectives for this quarter included:

I, Complete the design details of the pressure valve associated
with the cantilever beam insert,

2. Continue the construction of the cantilever beam insert,

3, Continue evaluation of analytical procedures,

4, Conduct additional preliminary oxidation experiments,

Accomolishments

The two components of this subtask that have been suggested earlier for

accomplishing the overall objective are: I) reactor design, fabrication, and

preliminary data; 2) experimental reaction rate data for chars from five coals,

The decision was made to develop a cantilever beam insert to be connected to an

optical access port of the HPCP reactor,

In this quarter a ceramic tube has been attache,d to the force transducer

discussed in earlier reports, To the other end of the ceramic tube is attached

a platinum balance pan for supporting the large char particle, A three-axis

slide was constructed to move this cantilever beam assembly so that the char

particle is properly positioned in the flow path of the reactor gases. The

design details of the pressure chamber to house this assembly are being

completed and the necessary materials are being assembled,

High-Pressure, Large-Particle Reactor Design

Experimental Approach - Reactor Design In the previous quarterly

report, a simple reactor system was described which operated at atmospheric

pressure, The purpose of this system was to provide information and experience
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with the force transducer-cantilever beam unit while the high-pressure housing

was being constructed, Some experience with this simple system was obtained

with the gas flowing at ambient temperature, which showed the response from the

transducer to be sufficiently stable, However when the quartz tube was heated,
the heat loss below the end of the furnace was too much to maintain a

temperature high enough for oxidation of a supported char particle placed
through the window in the quartz tube, Accordingly, some mass-loss measurements

were made using a different experimental setup to show that the transducer could

perform mass-loss measurements at the desired sensitivity and accuracy,

Weight-loss tests performed on the force transducer were conducted by

hanging a pasteur pipette on the end of the cantilever beam, The cantilever
beam is inserted into a stainless steel block fixed in the side of the force

transducer, The block was necessary to eliminate problems that arose due to

twisting the strain gauges in the transducer, The twist caused the transducer

to give incorrect weight readings, To perform the tests, an unknown quantity oi'

dense alumina was placed in the pipette, A reading on the transducer was

recorded and the alumina was then allowed to fall out the pipette, The alumina
was then measured and another reading was taken on the transducer, Thus, the

total mass of alumina that escaped the pipette is known and the total number of

counts read by the transducer was determined from the before and after readings,

The results of tests perfomed at 10 cm from the transducer are recorded in Table

II,F-I, These results show that the transducer gives good weight-loss

measurements at the desired sensitivity and accuracy,

Table II,F-I, Experimental results from transducer mass-loss tests

Scale Total Mass of Total Counts on

Facto_ Alumina (grams) Transducer Counts/gram

I 3 333 395 118 5

I I 670 202 120 9

I I 270 I_4 121 2

2 3 318 818 246 5

Z 4 111 1000 243 2

2 2 525 614 243 1
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with the force transducer-cantilever beam unit while the high-pressure housing

was being constructed, Some experience with this simple system was obtained

with the gas flowing at ambient temperature, which showed the response from the

transducer to be sufficiently stable, However when the quartz tube was heated,
the heat loss below the end of the furnace was too much to maintain a

temperature high enough for oxidation of a supported char particle placed

through the window in the quartz tube, Accordingly, some mass-loss measurements

were made using a different experimental setup to show that the transducer could

perform mass-loss measurements at the desired sensitivity and accuracy,

Weight-loss tests performed on the force transducer were conducted by

hanging a pasteur pipette on the end of the cantilever beam, The cantilever
beam is inserted into a stainless steel block fixed in the side of the force

transducer, The block was necessary to eliminate problems that arose due to

twisting the strain gauges in the transducer, The twist caused the transducer

to give incorrect weight readings, To perform the tests, an t!nknown quantity of

dense alumina was placed in the pipette, A reading on the transducer was

recorded and the alumina was then allowed to fall out the pipuLLe, The alumina

was then measured and another reading was taken on the transducer, Thus, the

total mass of alumina that escaped the pipette is known and the total number of

counts read by the transducer was determined from the before and after readings,

The results of tests perfomed at 10 cm from the transducer are recorded in Table
II,F-I, These results show that the transducer gives good weight-loss

measurements at the desired sensitivity and accuracy,

Table II,F-I, Experimental results from transducer mass-loss tests

Scale Total Mass oi' Total Counts on

Factor Alumina (grarr_) Transducer County/gram

I 3 333 395 11B 5

I I 670 202 120 9

I I 270 154 121 2

2 3 318 818 246 5

2 4 111 1000 243 2

2 2 525 614 243 I

The design of the pressure chamber used to house the three-axis slide is

near completion, A stainless steel gate will be used to seal off the pressure

between the reactor and the pressure chamber, The pressure chamber will be made

as specified in the design of the HPCP reactor,
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The temperature of the force transducer must remain under 350 K when the

HPCP reactor is heated to 1350 K, The design of a cooling system to accomplish

this task is underway,

Experimental Approach - A_lalytical The analysis of CO and C02 can

now be performed at room temperature using a chromatographic column consisting

of concentric columns, This column was tested on a Varian 3200 gas

chromatograph with a standard comprised of known volumes of CD, C02 and other

permanent gases, The column successfully separated all peaks associated with
the standard, Therefore CO and C02 can be determined at the concentrations of

interest in this study,

Experimental Reaction Rate Data

Preliminary large Particle Oxidation Measurements- Currently some

large particles are being prepared by packing coal into short segments of I/4-

inch quartz tubing and oxidizing them in platinum crucibles as indicated in

earlier reports, The purpose of this is to force the oxidation to proceed in

one dimension only, These results will be presented in a later report,

Plan_

During the next quarter, the construction of the three-axis slide will be

completed and tested for its accuracy and reproducibility in positioning the

sample char particle in the reactor, The pressure valve (stainless steel gate)
will be constructed,

Runs will be made at pressures above atmospheric to test the cantilever

beam insert coupled with the HPCP reactor,

Additional preliminary oxidation runs will be made in air in platinum

crucibles to resolve some of the issues raised with the previous preliminary

experiments,
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II,G, SUBTASK 2,G, " SOx/NOx SUBNODEL DEVELOPNENT

Senior Investigators: L, Douglas Smoot and B, Scott Brewster

Brigham Young University

Provo, Utah 84602

(801) 378-4326 and (801) 378-6240

Research Assistant: Richard D, Boardman

ObJective_

The objectives of this subtask are I) to extend an existing pollutant

subrnodel in PCGC-2 for predicting NOx formation and destruction to include

thermal NO, 2) to extend the submodel to include SOx reactions and SOx-sorbent

reactions, and 3) to consider the effects of fuel-rich conditions and high

pressure on sulfur and nitrogen chemistry in pulverized-fuel systems,

Accomplishment=

During the last quarter, incorporation of the sorbent reactions submodel
into the final code version was cont'inued, Several more errors in the sorbent

reactions submodel were identified and corrected, A literature review was

conducted to identify values for physical and kinetics parameters for the

sulfation model, Values currently identified are shown in Table II,G-I, The

model shows varying degrees of sensitivity to each parameter, The greatest

sensitivity is to changes in the sulfite product layer diffusion coefficient,

Solid state dilfusion appears to be the controlling resistance,

The predicted sulfur capture and sorbent conversion level is still much ,'

lower than expected for the benchmark case and is being investigated,

Plans

Investigation 'Into the low sorbent conversion will be continued,

Incorporation of a simple method for delaying the sorbent reaction to simulate
the effects of calcination will be considered,
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TABLE II.G-1

SULFATION SUBMODELPARAMETERS

Parameter Value I Comments

BET surface area 20 m2/g 2 For calcined dolomite
and/or hydrated lime

Particle diameter 8 _m3 Particle size for
crushed dolomit_ or
hydrated lime

Ca/S ratio 2.0 by mass4 Sorbent loading ratio

Dsp = Doexp(-E/RT) Product layer
diffusivity

Do 0.36 For all T

E 5.1 kcal 5 For T < 775 K

33 kcal For T >_ 775 K

k = koexp(-E/RT) 291exp(-7!_lO/T) 6 Sulfation reaction
rate constant
correlated to
experimental data

Particle void 0.547 Typical void for pure
CaO cal i ne

Sulfite product void 0.007 Assumed value

iValues are chosen based on the references given in the footnotes.

2Haji-Sulaiman and Scaroni, 1991; Gullet and Bruce, 1987; Newton
et al., 1986; Borgwardt et al., 1987; Borgwardt and Bruce, 1986; Davini
et al., 1991.

3Gullet and Bruce, 1987; Borgwardt et al., 1987; Borgwardt and
Bruce, 1986.

4Newton et al., 1986.

5Gopalakrishnan and Seehra, 1990; Kocaefe et al., 1987; Borgwardt
et al., 1987.

6Borgwardt and Bruce, 1986.

7Davini et al., 1991.
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SECTION III. TASK 3. COMPREHENSIVEMODEL DEVELOPMENTAND EVALUATION

.Objectives

The objectiveof this task is to integrateadvanced chemistryand

physics submodelsinto a comprehensivetwo-dimensionalmodel of entrained-flow

reactors (PCGC-2)and to evaluatethe model by comparingwith data from well-

documented experiments. Approachesfor the comprehensivemodeling of fixed-

bed reactors will also be reviewedand evaluatedand an initialframeworkfor

a comprehensivefixed-bedcode will be employed after submissionof a detailed

test plan (Subtask3.b).

Task Outline

This task is being performedin three subtasks. The first covers the

full 72 months of the program and is devotedto the developmentof the

entrained-bedcode. The second subtask is for fixed-bedreactors and is

divided into two parts. The first part (12 months) was devoted to reviewing

the state-of-the-artin fixed-bedreactors. This led to the developmentof

the research plan for fixed-bedreactors,which was approved. The code

developmentis being done in the remaining60 months of the program. The

third subtask is to generalizethe entrained-bedcode to fuels other than dry

pulverized coal and will be performedduring the last 36 months of the

program.
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III,A, SUBTASK 3,A, - INTEGRATION OF ADVANCED SUBNODEL_
INTO ENTRAINED-FLOW CODE, WITH EVALUATION AND DOCUMENT,_LTION

Senior Investigators B, Scott Brewster and L, Douglas Smoot

Brigham Young University
Provo, UT 84602

(801) 378-6Z40 and 4326

Research Assistants - Susana K. Berrondo and Ziau'lHuque

Ob_lective_

The objectives of this subtask are 1) to integrate the FG-DVC submodel

into PCGC-2, 2) incorporate add'Lional submodels and improvements developed

under Task 2, 3) evaluate the i_nprovedcode, 4) improve user-friendliness and

robustness, and 5) document the code.

Accompl t shments

Work continued on integrating the FG-DVC submodel, validating the code,

and improving user-friendliness and graphics.

F_-DVC Integration

Problems were encountered during the last quarter with the newly

integrated version of the FG-DVC submodel with rank-dependent kinetics. The sum

of the functional group amounts calculated by FG-DVC did not equal the

normalized coal mass calculated by PCGC-2 as it should. Also, the Fortran

variable LPYROL was not getting set to 'true" by FG-DVC at the completion of

pyrolysis, Several discussions were held with AFR, but these problems have not

been resolved. The problems appear to be internal to FG-DVC. The investigation

o1 these problems and discussions with AFR will continue to bring about their

resolution, For the time being, the particle mass in PCGC-2 is being set equal

to that calculated by FG-DVC. Code validation cases were simulated with a

single-step devolatilization rate (Solomon et al., 1986) commensurate with the

rates predicted by FG-DVC during the last quarter.

Code Validatiorl

_v feedback from volatiles flame_ - The following discrepancies

between measured and predicted particle temperature in the transparent wall

reactor were noted in the 4th Annual R_,port (Solomonlet al., 1990): First,

predicted particles heat more rapidly than the measured particles near the edge
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of the stream. Second, measured particles seem to jump more quickly in

temperature when they ignite. And third, at the observed ignition point, the

predicted core is still fairly cool, while tomography data indicate that 20

percent oI the particles are ignited on the centerline. Possible model

explanations for these for these discrepancies include (I) neglecting energy

feedback to the particles from C0z formation in the vicinity of the particles

and (2) neglecting energy feedback from volatiles flames. Both possibilities

are being investigated. The latter possibility is of particular interest since

volatiles flames have been observed in the TWR around devolatilizing particles.

Discussions have been held with AFR on how to account for energy feedback

from volatiles flames. PCGC-2 currently feeds back energy from volatiles

combustion uniformly to all of the particles in a cell. A schematic diagram of

a computational cell is shown in Fig. III.A-I. Two particles are shown. One

(particle A) is undergoing devolatilization. The other (particle B) has not yet

reached a temperature where devolatilization is significant. Volatiles from

particle A combust in the gas phase (if oxygen is present) and raise the

temperature of the gas in the entire cell. Energy feedback from this combustion

is sensed in the model by both particles through convection. The energy feedback

should be sensed more by particle A because the combustion is occuring in its

vicinity. Methods for selectively feeding back energy to the particles that are

giving off the volatiles are being sought. The following three methods are

being considered:

i. Assign a fraction of the volatiles enthalpy to the particle that is

producing the vo]atiles. This would have to take into account whether or

not oxygen is present in the bulk gas.

2. lreat devolatilization as a fast oxidation process and use a

stoichiometric parameter to control energy feedback to the particle in a

similar manner to the way in which the C0/C02 ratio is specified for

heterogeneous oxidation.

3. Use the heat of devolatilization to mimic energy feedback to the

particles.

A literature search is being conducted to locate correlations or theoretical

results for predicting energy feedback to combusting particles. The work of

Mitchell (Mitchell. 1989) is being used to investigate the effects of C02

formation in the vicinity of the particles.
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B (Particle in
heat-upstage) _ Calculationalcell

Figure III.A-I, Burnout predicted by the base version of PCGC-2 for

gasification of North Dakota lignite in the BYU laboratory-

scale gasifier at atmospheric pressure, Oz/coal ratio: 0.93

kg/kg. Data are from Brown (1985).
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BYU gasification cases - Four BYU coal gasification cases have been

simulated with the base version of PCGC-2 (without FG/DVC) as shown in Table

III.A-I. Results of North Dakota lignite gasification are presented in this

report. The single-step rate of Solomon et al, (1986) was used for
devolatilization. A volatiles fraction of 0.7 was used instead of 0.4 to match

experimental burnout, Volatiles fraction during devolatilization is a function

of final temperature (Smooth and Smith, 1985), Solomon et al. went to a maximum

final temperature of about 1100 K. For typical coal combustor temperatures

(e.g. ZIO0 K), the volatiles yield may be above 60 percent (Smoot and Smith,

1985). Since gasifier temperatures may reach above 2500 K, a volatile fraction

of 0,7 is not unreasonable for the present simulation,

Figure III.A-2 shows the burnout of coal along the length of the reactor.

Burnout at the exit is predicted to be about 79 percent which agrees with the

experimental value of 80 percent, Figure III.A-3 shows the axial particle

history of a single particle of 36 Nm diameter. Devolatilization is very rapid

and finishes almost at the start of the reactor followed by a very slow char

oxidation process. This slow char oxidation is due to a high particle loading

and low temperature. Figures III.A-4 through 6 show the radial profiles of H2,

CO and COz respectively at six axial locations along the reactor. The predicted

profiles of H2 and COz match nicely with the experimental profiles, especially

at the exit of the reactor. Near-burner predictions of Hz and CO are higher

while CO profiles are slightly underpredicted. Figure III.A-7 shows the profile

of Oz, which shows that oxygen is depleted very early in the reactor.

P:rticle optical properties - The sensitivity of PCGC-Z predictions to

particle optical properties was investigated by performing simulations for North

Dakota lignite gasification using two sets of absorption and scattering

coefficients as shown in Table III.A-Z. In both cases, the particle size
distribution was flat. One set of coefficients was obtained from the user's

manual and the other was obtained from AFR based on Mie theory calculations

using measured particle properties. Particle burnout, particle temperature, gas

temperature, and coal-gas mixture fraction were compared for the two cases. The

coal-gas mixture fraction was slightly higher when the AFR values were used, but

the differences in particle burnout, particle temperature, and gas temperature

were insignificant. These results are in concurrence with the "findings of

Jamaluddin and S_.ith (1986), who also showed that PCGC-.2 predictions are

insensitive to particle optical properties.

Imperial College Gases - Out of the available six cases of pulverized

coal combustion in a 2-D furnace at Imperial College, four cases were simulated

for validation purposes, as summarized in Table III.A-I. Difficulty was
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experienced in converging the cases because of energy coupling between gas and

particles through radiation, Convergence was achieved only after under-relaxing

the radiation source terms in the gas enthalpy equation, Results for these

simulations will be discussed in the Sth Annual Report,

U:er-Frlendliness and GroDhlcs

User-friendliness was improved during the last quarter by adding a sorting

algorithm for Lennard-Jones parameters supplied in the input file for

thermodynamic data, These data have often been a source of input errors for the

inexperienced user, because they were required for each gas species and in the

same order as the other data for the species, Now the order in which they can

be supplied is arbitrary, and the program will issue a warning if any required

data are missing,

In order to further improve code user-friendliness, correlations are being

developed for particle optical properties as a function of particle size, These

correlations will eliminate the need for the user to specify particle optical

properties in the input data, The correlations are based on Mie theory

calculations, Fig, III,A-8 shows Mie theory predictions (solid lines) of

coefficients of extinction, scattering, and absorption as functions of the

particle size parameter TTdj/%, where % is the wavelength (here assumed to be 2

pm), The dashed lines are values reported in the user's manual, also obtained

from Mie theory calculations, The reason for the difference between the two

sets of calculations is not known, since both were based on Mie theory,

However, the difference is fairly small and, since the code predictions are

insensitive to particle optical properties, will be neglected, The correlations

to be used in PCGC-2 will be based on the more recent Mie theory calculations,

since the program used to obtain the original values is not available for

further comparison,

New versions of the Fortran compiler and DISSPLA graphics routines were

received and installed on the Sun network at BYU during the last quarter, All

of the PCGC-2 plotting programs were updated to work with the new software, The

program for plotting predicted profiles and experimental data was expanded to

include plots of gas species on a dry basis, The option for producing a

velocity vector plot was completed, The particle plotting program was expanded

to include particle density, The option for graphical output using spreadsheet

format was demonstrated on the Macintosh computer, A sample plot obtained with

the Spyglass plotting software is shown in Fig, III,A-g,
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Plan_

During the next quarter, work will continue on FG-DVC integration, code

evaluation, and user-friendliness, Particular effort will be given to resolving

the current problems with FG-DVC, Simulation of the validation cases will

continue, The effects of energy feedback from volatiles flames and COz

formation in the vicinity of the particles will be investigated,
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III. B. SUBTASK 3.B. - COMPREHENSIVE FIXED-BED MODELING, REVIEW,

DEVELOPMENT, EVALUATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

Senior Investigators - Predrag T. Radulovic and L. Douglas Smoot

Brigham Young University

Provo, Utah

(801) 37B-3097 and (801) 37B-4326

Research Assistant: M, Usman Ghani

jl.bJBctl rez

The objectives of this subtask are: I) to develop an advanced fixed-bed

model incorporating the advanced submodels being developed under Task 2,

particularly the large-particle submodel ( Subtask 2.e), and 2) to evaluate the
advanced model,

Lkccompl i _hments

In order to understand the FG-DVC percolation submodel better, a

stand-al one version of the submodel had been requested and was received from

AFR. The stand-alone FG-DVC code was developed on AFR's SUN 3/Z60 workstation

under an older version of the operating system. The code was ported to a BYU's

SUN 4/310 workstation under a newer operating system, and a sample case was

executed with partial success. The stand-alone FG-DVC code, modified to exclude

graphics routines, was executed successfully, The differences in the graphics

routines between the two operating systems, SUN OS 3.4 and SUN OS 4.1, are

substantial and remain to be resolved. The code with the graphics routines was

not executed. The stand-alone version of the FG-DVC percolation submodel was

studied for better understanding and proper integration in the comprehensive
FBED-I code.

Work continued on developing the final fixed-bed code, FBED-I. The final

fixed-bed code, FBED-I, includes the FG-DVC percolation submodel. A sample case

for the Wellman-Galusha gasifier fired with the Jetson bituminous coal was

simulated but with only partial success: integration broke down in the

oxidation zone. In orde'rto isolate and correct the problem, which caused the

breakdown in integration, two modifications were tested. The first one was to

allow devolatilization in tl_edrying, devclatilization, and gasification zones
but not in the oxidation zone and the second one was to use the standard
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integration subroutine, LSODE, instead of the sparse version, LSODES, No

improvement in the results was observed. Efforts continue to isolate and

correct the problem.

A poster abstract on fixed modeling was submitted to METC for presentation

at the Contractors Review Meeting in August. A review of the user's manual for

the MBED-I code was completed,

Plan_

During the next quarter, work will continue to integrate the new version

of the FG-DVC subrnodelin the fixed-bed code. After integration, the code will

be validated and a sensitivity analysis will be performed. The iteration method

will be further modified to improve the convergence and the robustness of the

code. Work will start on modifications to support spreadsheet graphics.
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III.C. SUBTASK 3,C, - GENEP.ALIZED FUELS FEEDSTOCK SUBMODEL

Senior Investigators - B. Scott Brewster and L. Douglas Smoot

Brigham Young University
Provo, UT B4602

(801) 378-6240 and 4326

Ob_iectlve

The objective of this subtask is to generalize PCGC-2 to include sorbent

injection, as outlined in the Phase II Research Plan,

Accomplt shmBnts

Modifications to PCGC-2 were continued to allow both coal and sorbent

particles in secondary and additional (sidewall) inlets. The method of

calculating source terms for the gas phase based on sulfur capture by sorbent
was verified.

Plans

Complete modifications and test with coal and/or sorbent particles in

additional (sidewall) inlets,
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SECTION IV. TASK 4. APPLICATIONOF INTEGRATEDCODES
/
, ,

,

Objective

The objectives of this task are to evaluate the integrated comprehensive

codes for pulverized coal and fixed-bed reactors and to apply the codes to

selected cases of interest to METC.

Task Outline

This task will be accomplishedin two subtasks,one for the entrained-

bed lasting 60 months and one for the fixed-bedlasting 48 months Each of

these subtasks will consists of three components" I) Simulationof

demonstrationcases on BYU computers;2) Implementationon a work station at

AFR; and 3) Simulationof demonstrationcases on the workstation.
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IV.A, SUBTASK 4.A. - APPLICATION OF GENERALIZED, PULVERIZED-COAL

COMPREHENSIVE CODE

Senior Investigators - B, Scott Brewster and L, Douglas Smoot

Brigham Young University

Provo, UT 84602

(801) 378-6240 and 4326 ,

Research Assistant - Ziaul Huque

Objectives

The objectives of this subtask are to I) demonstrate application of

the code by simulating reactors of interest to METC and 2) implement the code at

METC and conduct training,

Accompl ishments

Work continued on identifying processes for potential application of the

entrained-bed code, No new processes have been identified and none have been

eliminated from consideration during the past quarter, Therefore, the same

seven processes identified in the IBth Quarterly Report (Solomon et al,, 1991)

are still under consideration, No new data for any of the processes have been

obtained, There/ore, none of the processes under consideration can currently be
simulated with the available data, Letters were written to the three Clean Coal

Technology projects (Coal Tech Corporation's slagging, cyclone combustor; ABB

Combustion Engineering's IGCC system; and FLS miljo a/s'1 gas suspension

absorption system 1'orflue gas desulfurization), A response was received from

Coal Tech, In response to their request, information on the entrained-bed

modeling capabilities was sent,

Plans

Follow up on contacts and letters previously written to obtain necessary

input data for simulation,

Seek required information through Clean Coal Technology reports,

IFLS miljo a/s' is the parent company of Airpol, lhc,
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IV.B, SUBTASK 4,B, APPLICATION OF FIXED-BED CODE

Senior Investigators Predrag T, Radulovic and L, Douglas Smoot

Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah B460Z

(gOl) 378-3097 and (801) 378-4326

Research Assistant: M, Usman Ghani

Objective

The objective of this subtask is to apply the advanced fixed-bed code

developed in Task 3,b, to simulate fixed-bed gasifiers of interest to METC,

Accompl ishment=

During the last quarter, work continued on collecting fixed-bed design and

test data from organizations and individuals involved in fixed- or moving-bed

gasification or combustion research or in research on non-reacting fixed- or

moving beds, Two new test cases of great potential interest were identified,

Both are fixed-bed gasifiers integrated in gasification combined-cycle systems,

One is a corrrnercial,air-blown, dry-bottom, pressurized fixed-bed coal gasifier,

The other is an innovative, air-blown, dry-bottom, pressurized fixed-bed coal

gasifier,

The search for a post-doctoral research associate was completed and Dr, M,

Usman Ghani joined the team to work on Subtasks 3,b and 4,b,

plans

During the next quarter, work will continue on collecting fixed-bed design

and test data, Efforts will continue to identify additional test cases for

simulation, and the code will be applied to these additional cases,
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APPENDIXA

USER'S MANUAL FOR FG-D.VC
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(I) GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND CODE VERSION

The FG-DVC model is a general model for coal devolatilization,

which has been developed at Advanced Fuel Research, Inc. in the past

ten years. It is a combination of two previously developed models,
a functional group (FG) model and a depolymerization-vaporization-
crosslinking (DVC) model. The FG-DVC model has been coded in a

standard FORTRAN 77 language and has become a versatile computational
tool to model coal pyrolysis, liquifaction and gasification. The

model has also found its applications in various chemical processes
which requires the use of macromolecular network concepts. The FG-DVC

computer code was developed at AFR using the Sun FORTRAN compiler with

VMS extensions on the Sun Workstations (Sun 3/50 and Sun 3/260).

In addition, the plotting features of the FG-DVC code were developed
on the Sun Workstations using the SunCore graphics software.

The PC version of the FG-DVC code is also available now and its output
is designed to be displayed by spreadsheet forms.

The FG model describes the decomposition of light gases during coal
pyrolysis, while the DVC model is developed to predict the detachmen_

of h_avy molecular weight fragments in a coal network by bond-breakin_g,
their escape from the network as tars and repolymerization by cross- ""

linking. The FG model assumes that the functional groups attached to
coal evolve to form light gases as the first order chemical reactions.

Each gas specie may consist of more than one component pool, and every
component pool is associated with its own Arrhenius-type kinetic rate

with distributed activation energies. For a given coal, the FG model

divides the coal into a number of functional group pools representing

various pyrolysis products as light gases, based on the knowledge

about coal's proximate and ultimate analyses as well as the pyrolysis
products measured under certain given conditions.

On the other hand, the DVC model uses a macromolecular network

to represent coal as a complex polymer structure. This model considers
coal as being made of aromatic ring clusters of various molecular

weight, which are connected with its neighbors by labile (breakable)
bridges and/or unbreakable bridges (also called hard bonds) as well
as by crosslinks. For each given coal, a macromolecular network

is built up based on the available information about the solvent

swelling ratio, the extract yield, and the fluidity in a Geiseler

plastometer as well as the NMR and FIMS data. In the percolation
version, a Bethe lattice is used and being modified to associate

with two distinct bond types, one for bridges and another

for crosslinks. For a given time-temperature profile, the FG part

gives the yields of various light gases, while the DVC part gives the
tar yield, the molecular weight distribution of tar and char, which

can be used to predict the fluidity and swelling behaviors of coal.
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This versi,_n of the stand-alone FG-DVC model in developed using

the percolation theory. The FG part is basically the same as before,

while the DVC part has employed the percolation statistics to replace

the previous Monte Carlo m_thod. This change is aimed at the elimi-

nation of fluctuations resulted from the limited sample size and the

improvement of computational efficiency.

The current version contains the latest coal data developed at

AFR for the Argonne Premium coals. The functional group compositions

are determined acccrding to the TG-FTIR analyses for each individual

coal. The kinetic rates of major gas species and tar formation are

developed in the light of rank depedency and geological aging of coal
maturation.

(II) INPUT

In addition to a given time-temperature profile which is specified

in a so called "Flag file" and will be discussed later, there are

three input data files required for running the FG-DVC code, namely,
(a) coal data file; (b) kinetic file; and (c) coal network file.

These input files are coal dependent. The Argonne Premium coals

represent a wide spectrum of coal rank. For ench A_gonne coal, we

have carefully designed and created three input data files based on

the TG-FTIR measurements and other high heati._g rate experiments, such

as HTR (Heated Tube Reactor) and EFR (Entrained Flow Reactor), perfomed
at AFR , and all available data on those coals measured in other labs.

The three input files are descried briefly as follows and a sample

file for each of three input files is included in Appendix A.

(a) coal data file:

It contains the coal's elemental composition and the functional

group composition. The entire coal is ass_uned to consist of about

30 "functional group" pools, which are the sources for the evolved

gases. Some gas spec_..es sv.ch as C02, CH4, CO and H20, etc. may be
made up of several pools. For example, CO2 has three different

pools" C02-extra-loose, C02-1oose and C02-tight. Each pool

has its own kinet_.c parameters. The three C02 pools evolve at

different temperatures during pyrolysis and form the overall C02

evolution curve. The weight percent or weight fraction of most

pools are defined in this file and only a few pools are calculated

by elemental balance. In the FG computations, all the pools are

expressed in _he units of weight percent or grams per a gram coal
on the daf (dry a_sh free) basis.

(b) kinetic file"

It contains the kinetic parameters for each fuctional group

pool. There are three kinetic parameters for each pool to

characterize its Arrhenius functional form. They are adjustable

parameters and determined for each individual coals according to

the TG-FTIR data measured at different heating rates and the

available evolution data at high heating rate experiments. The
__ _-_ _.' ........._ __r_ are descriDed as follows:

(i) Preexponential factor, A, in uni_os of I/sec.
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(ii) Activation energy, E, given in the kinetic file as

B = E/R, where R is the gas constant, in units of
Kelvin.

i

(iii) Standard deviation (SIGMA) of the _ distributed activation

energies assumed to start with the Gaussian distribution.

It is given in the kinetic file as SIGMA/R in units of
Kelvin.

The bond-breaking process which creates small fragments from
coal network, is also assumed to be the first order reaction, and

it is expressed in a similar Arrhenius _orm as all other pools and
specified as ATAR, BTAR and SIGMA-TAR in the kinetic file.

(c) coal network/polymer file:

It contains the network-related parameters for the DVC model.
Only a few important parameters are explained below and the
definitions of other variables can be found in the files named

"dvccomp.inc" and "netin.f" (see the write format section) .

(i) Coordination numbers, sigmal & sigma2. The percolation
version uses the Bethe lattice with two distinct bond

types, on each aromatic ring cluster, one for bridges

(including breakable or labile bridges and unbreakable
bridges or hard bonds) and one for crosslinks.

The coordination numbers for each type of bonds are

(sigmal+l) and (sigma2+l) respectively. They are fixed
constants in the model.

(ii) Extract yield, xt0. It is also called the pyridine
soluable or extractables, measured for coal at room

temperature by extraction using a pyridine solvant.

(iii) pO, q0 and ph0. These are the parameters used to

characterize the initial coal network, pO is the

initial fraction of bridge_ (bond type I) that remain
• intact, qO is the initial fraction of crosslinks (bond

type 2) that forms the starting coal network, and ph0

is the initial fraction of unbreakable bridges (bond

type I) or hard bonds, q0 and ph0 are adjustable

parameters to fit the tar yield and fluidity, pO is

determined by fittng the extract yield, xt0, for given
values of q0 and ph0.

(iv) Distribution of molecular weight of monomers. In the

DVC model, monomers are assumed to have a ring structure

with different molecular weight depending on a number of
rings in a cluster. For most cases, the distribution

ranges from single-ring up to seven-ring structures with

the average molecular weight of monomer equal to 256 ainu.
Pocahontas coal is an exception with a wider distribution

and the average weight 506 ainu. For a given monomer
distribution, the percolation version translates this

__^---_" .... babiiiuy.......... _, _u a pru . uaDle to describe the proba-
bility of n-reefs distributed in different mass bins.

__ This table named "mass bin" is read in when one starts

_
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running the code and the probability distribution is

stored in an array, pdist(i,j).

(v) Crosslinking efficiencies of a given pool, xeff(i). In the
FG-DVC model, it is _ssumed that crosslinking is related to
C02 and CH4 formation. Each CO2 or CH4 molecule evolves

from char will result in one crosslink formation, namely,

xeff(CO2)=xeff(CH4)=l and xeff's of other pools equal zero.

In the current directory, the input data files are provided for

eight Argonne Premium coals. The notation of these Argonne coals
are as follows: 'argl' stands for Beulah Zap; 'arg2' for Wyodak;

'arg3' for Illinois #6; 'arg4' for Utah Blind Canyon; 'arg5' for
Lewiston-Stockton; 'arg6' for Pittsburgh #8, 'arg7' for Upper Free-

port, and 'arg8' for Pocahontas. Examples are given below for three
input files associated with individual coals:

Zap Lignite (a) coal. argl
(b) kin. argl

(c) polymr, argl

Pittsburgh #8 (a) coal. arg6
(b) kin. arg 6

(c) polymr, arg6

T.n order to use the FG-DVC code for coals other than the Argonne

_eries, the first step is to determine its rank position in the Argonne

_eries, namely, to find its nearest neighbor(s) in the Argonne coals
based on the coal's carbon content, oxygen content or in terms of so

called "van Krevelen diagram" (H/C vs O/C diagram). Our prelimenary

experience is that the results judged on these three categories are

fairly consistent for mny coals we examined. Then, one could choose

the nearest Argonne coal and its input files as a substitute. This, of

course, is only a ro_gh approx_nation. As a future development, we

intend to design a software tool using the interpolation method to

create these input files for any given coal, based on the information

about the coal's elemental composition and volatile matter (available

from the proximate and ultimate analyses), and/or the functional group
composition (available from a standard TG-FTIR measurement).

(III) OUTPUT

Execution of the standalone FG-DVC code creates an detailed output

file named OUTPUT. It contains two parts of the computation results.

The first part is basically the results from the FG computation, which

includes the weight fraction of each functional group (original and

current), the elemental composition and the weight percentage of major

gas species. They are tabulated in separate columns showing the above

properties in char, tar, gas phase, and missing (not active, zeros),

respectively. The kinetic rates of all functional groups at a given

temeprature are also provided. The second part contains the results

of the DVC computation, including the occupancy probabilities of

various bond types, crosslink density, volumetric sweiing ratio, etc.
The molucular weight distributions of tar and char, liquid fraction,

extractable values and n_ny __ ....._" ._.._----_--_ ='_,a_d DVC models

can be plotted using the SunCore's view_surface windows, which will
be discussed in the next section.



Those results could be written into OUTPUT at the end of execution

or at the end of each time step, depending upon the value of a flag

option, VISUAL, defined in a subroutine GETFLG. A sample output file

is given in Appendix B, which only includes the modeling results at

the end of execution for Pittsburgh #8 coal heated up at 30 C/min to
900 C.

When coal viscosity is calculated under LVISC = .TRUE., two other
output files are created with names VISCOS.OUT.AI and VISCOS.OUT.RI.

When a flag DWGFIL equals YES, an output file named 'GASRAT.OUT' is

created to write out the evolution rates of major gas species. These
output files are mainly used for plotting purposes.

(IV) GRAPHICS FEATURES AND PLOTTING OPTIONS

The FG-DVC code has been developed to incorporate the graphics
capabilities of the Sun Workstations so that many intermediate and

final results of various coal properties can be plotted in the

SunCore's view_surface graphics windows along with the execution
of the code. There are maximum five graphics windows that can be

plotted at the same time. At the beginning of the code execution,
users will be asked to provide the window options for all five windows

by typing two integer numbers for each. The first integer is for a

variable array, pltp_m(i), i=1,5. Type 1 for opening this window and

0 for not opening the window. The second integer is for a variable

array, pltopt(i), i=1,5. Type a specific integer that defines a

certain plotting option. Ali the graphics windows and the entire
screen can be stored in raster files and further transformed to

the PostScript files and printed on the LaserWriter.

In this directory, there is a file named "glass.c" written in the

C language that is used to specify the graphics window features such
as window size, window location, etc. It also contains the subroutines

used to plot lines, symbols, legend, etc. There are two subroutines in

the FG-DVC code that are directly related to graphics plotting. They
are named INIPLT and PLTOUT.

The subroutine INIPLT does the following jobs: (a) read the flags
for all five windows as to whether to open each window and what the

plotting option is for a window if it _.s to open; (b) read the file
for plotting parameters that specifies the window features such as the
labels for X, Y axes, the scales and tickmarks for the axes and the

legend written in the windows. For different window options, users have

to write this file to make the plots look good and easy to understand.

(c) to initialize all the windows; and (d) to plot the available

experimental data on the windows for comparison with the model
predictions.

The subroutine PLTOUT is designed for users to plot various coal
properties during pyrolysis at their choise. The code is written in

a modular fas_i_on so that users can add these modular sections to plot

new curves and the only change required is to replace the names of

variables for X and Y axes in oder to plot new options. Care has to
be taken to ensure that the new vari_, _ 4r_,..'l,,,.._.-.,.l i._ *'_"_"-

"INCLUDE" files listed at the beginning of PLTOUT so their _alues at
every time step are passed on and accessible to this subroutine. The
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subroutine can be expanded to include more options. Ali available

options developed up to now are listed in a table in Appendix C.

(V) HOW TO RUN THE STAND-ALONE FG-DVC CODE

There is an executable object file named PERCMAIN in the directory,

which runs the stand-alone FG-DVC code. If it is not there, type
> make (enter/return)

to create this executable object file. (Note: a sign '>' here means a
prompt ) .

To run the code, type
> percmain (enter/return)

to invoke the execution. The code needs to know the coal type, the

time-temperature profile, the flag options, etc by asking a question
interactively on the screen:

> Enter Flag filename: (enter/return)

Then, a user has to type in the name of a specified flag file and/or

the filename of plotting parameters if desired so, followed by typing
the plotting options (two integer numbers for each of five windows).

The flag file contains the information required for executing the

code, including flag options, the names of three input data files, and
the time-temperature profile. The plotting file contains the infor-

mation on how to construct windows for plotting purposes.

Ali this information can be written in a source file to facilitate

the execution of the code. The names of such source files usually

start with "source... ". For example, users can simply type the
following conmnand to run the code:

> percmain < source6.tgplusd (enter/return)

This example is to run the FG-DVC code to simulate the TG/Plus

experiment at 30 C/min for Pittsburgh #8 coal. The asterisks plotted

in each window before computation represent the experimental data

measured by the TG-FTIR apparatus at the AFR lab. The model predictions

are plotted as continuos curves. An example of the listing of a flag

file named "source6.tgplusd" is given in Appendix D with line-by-line
interpretations.

(VI) HOW TO WRITE A FLAG FILE

The first line of a flag file is the value of a variable THEORY.

There are two different cases (theories) for the FG-DVC model. Case 1

(THEORY=I5) assumes that the evolved tar will further react to produce
gases the same way as char does. Case 2 (THEORY=f3) assumes that

evolved tar is removed away immediately or stays for a short residence
time to further react. Therefore, the value of THEORY is either 13 or
15.

Lines 2 through 5 of a flag file are flag options. The definitions
of flags are as follows-

Line 2: VISUAL --- Options for writing output file
= YES, write output at the end of execation.

= INTERMEDIATE, write output at each time step.
= NO, no output writing.

z

_
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Line 3: IPRN Options for echoing input data

= YES, write out data being read by DECOD.
= NO, no echo.

Line 4: DWGFIL --- Options for calculating derivatives
= YES, want time derivatives for volatiles.

= NO, no derivatives are computed.
/

.' . .. y . = SWELL, calculate derivativs & swelling process.
I,,_._'_._.. _'_'.._ I_DH Options for having 2nd heating rate

- YES, have 2nd linear heating rate, i _ , .,/,. , _ •

, "/ .... ' .... = NO, no 2nd heating rate.

Write only the first initial of the option word, e.g. Y for YES; I
for INTERMEDIATE; N for NO, etc.

Lines 6 through 8 are the names of three input files, namely, coal

data file, kinetic file, and coal polymer file, respectively•

In the current FG-DVC code, DWGFIL = YES is a special case designed

for modeling the TG-FTIR measurements of coal pyrolysis. The experiment
is performed on raw coals, while the modeling is done on the daf basis•
Therefore, when DWGFIL = YES, the next line would be the value for the
raw coal correction factor that converts all the results from the daf
basis to the raw coal basis.

When THEORY = 13, there is a need for the residence time, C2, which
is given in the next line in units of second_

It should be noted that in the next several paragraphs, the line

numbers apply to cases where THEORY = 15 and DWGFIL = NO, unless
specified otherwise.

Line 9 represents the heating type, which is defined by the value of

a variable ZONE. There are three allowable cases for the time-tempe-
rature profile"

ZONE = I, exponential heating, using temp=temp0*(l-exp(-cl*time));

ZONE = 2, direct reading time & tempera'hure from an input file;
ZONE = 3, linear heating, using temp=temp0+cl*time.

When ZONE = 2, the following line (Line I0) should be, for most cases,

the filename of a given time-temperature pairs. An exception is for

the case when DWGFIL = YES, and the time-t_erature profile is created
automatically by reading the input files o_ e_erimental data. This

case is specially designed for modeling lt_.e TG/Plus experiments that
are routinely performed at the AFR lab for coals and other materials.

When ZONE = 1 or ZONE = 3, Lines I0 through 17 are the parameters
for the time-temperature profile. They are defined _s follows:

Line No. Variable Name Definition Units

I0 TIMEP total time period seconds
ii DTIME time increment seconds

12 DTEMP temperature increment degree K

13 TEMPO starting wall temperature degree K

14 TEMPF finish temperature degree K
15 TEMPS temperature factor none

•_'_:u coal starting temperature degree K
17 C1 heating constant I/sec.
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Note that for most c_ses, TEMPO and TEMPF take the same value, and

TEMPS equals 1.0 accordingly.

When I2NDH = YES, two other variables should be given values in the

subsequent two lines, which are the starting temperature, C4, and the

heating rate, C5, for the second linear heating.

When DWGFIL = SWELL, a set of variables for the swelling model needs

to be given values. Since this submodel is still in the developing

phase, the description of those variables is skipped.

(VII) DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES

PERCMAIN --- Main program for the stand-alone FG-DVC model. Reads

three input data files, namely, coal data file, kinetic

file, and coal polymer file. Computes evolution of all

functional groups (FG) during pyrolysis using the first
order reaction rates, as well as the tar evolution based on a

depolymerization-vaporization-crosslinking (DVC) model using
a macromolecular network as a model system. Writes out

different output files.

AMNT --- Real function for calculating the amount of change in a

functional group pool.

DECOD --- Subroutine for reading the value of a variable from input.
files.

DWGOUT --- Subroutine to calculate the time derivatives of gas species

and to call the swelling subroutine if DWGFIL = SWELL.

FINFLI --- Subroutine for preparing an output file (Part I). Calculates

updated char, tar, gases and their elemental compositions.

FINFL2 --- Subroutine for preparing an ou_-put file (Part II). Calculates
the distribution of individual functional groups in char, tar,

gases, and missing.

FKSU --- Real function to calculate the probability of creating an n-mer

from a given combination of two oligomers.

FNPQ --- Subroutine to obtain tar, extract, and liquid fractions using

percolation theory. It uses or calls FKSU and FPQ.

FPQ --- Subroutine to calculate liquid fraction and the weight averaged

molecular weigh_ for a given Bethe lattice.

GETCDF --- Subroutine to read a coal data file (elemental composition

and functional group composition of a specified coal).

GETFLG --- Subroutine to read code flags (options) for the stand-alone
version of the FG-DVC model.

GETKIN --- Subroutine to read a kinetic file, including frequency

f__ctc-_, _-c_i_a_un energies and their distribution

parameters for all functional groups.
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GETTTE --- Subroutine to read infomation on time-temperature history,

heating type and heating rate.

GLASS --- Filename is glass.c. It contains many subroutines written in

language and used for defining features of graphics windows

._nd plotting curves, symbols, etc.

INIPLT --- Subroutine to initialize graphics windows (SunCore's

view surface) and to plot available experimental data points

for comparison with model predictions.

INITY0 --- Subroutine to initialize all functional groups in terms of

weight fraction (daf basis).

KBAR --- Real function for averaging kinetic rates for a given FG

pool based on distributed activation energies.

MAKNAM --- Subroutine for making a name in output for a specified

time step.

NETIN --- Subroutine to read the coal network/polymer file and to

calculate the related network parameters.

NETOUT --- Subroutine to write the DVC results into an output file.

NEXTTE --- Integer function for determining the status of execution
and calculating time, temperature for the next time step.

NFCN .... Real function for calculating new distribution functions
for kinetic rates.

PER12 --- Subroutine to calculate the elemental composition in

char, tar, and gas phase, etc.

PERCVAP --- Driver routine to perform the DVC computations using

percolation theory.

PLTOUT --- Subroutine to plot various intermediate and final results

on the graphics windows (SunCore's view_surface) according
to user specified plotting options.

REINIT --- Subroutine to reinitialize variables to zero or their

starting values.

SDUMP --- Subroutine to store the image of the entire screen using

the screendump feature on the Sun Workstations.

SWESUB --- Subroutine to simulate swelling process based on the

viscosity values computed in a subroutine VISCOS.

TARVAP --- Subroutine to calculate tar vaporization and incorporate

the results into the percolation computations.

TBLRTS --- Subroutine for setting up kinetic rates for functional

grour, s, performed at each time step.

THERI3P --- Driver routine to simulate pyrolysis using the FG-DVC
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model. Uses theory 13 and assumes that evolved tars are

removed immediately or stay for a short residence time to

further produce gases.

THERI5P --- Driver routine to simulate pyrolysis using the FG-DVC

model. Uses theory 15 and assumes that evolved tar further

reacts to produce gases the same way as char does.

VISCOSP --- Real function for calculating viscosity of coal at a given

temperature.

VOLSWL --- Subroutine for calculating the volumetric swelling ratio
from crosslink density.

WRTOUT --- Subroutine for writing results of the FG computations into

an output file.
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Appendix A

****************************

* EXAMPLE OF INPUT FILES *
****************************

Coal : Pittsburgh #8

Content of Input Files:

(a) Coal data file (filename: coal. arg6)

5. ,VERSION # AUGUST 1990
PITTSBURGH #8 SEAM BITUMINOUS FROM PENNSYLVANIA

PITTS8 # ARGONNE PREMIUM COAL

PITTS8 # ARGONNE PREMIUM COAL

PITTS8 # ARGONNE PREMIUM COAL

0., CA-FRACTION OF TAR PUT BACK

0. 005, CB

83.2, XCO

5.3, XHO

8.9, XO0

i. 6, XNO

I. 0, XSO

0. , XSM

..065, XOH

0.01, I-CO2
0, 2-NH3

0.65, 3-FRACTION OF CO2-TIGHT

0. 012, 5-HYDROGEN

0.028, 6-HCN
0.65, 8-FRACTION OF H20-TIGHT

0. , 9-METHANOL

0.023, 10-EX TIGHT CO

0. 9565, II-FRACT'.£ON OF WATER IN OH

0. I0, 12-FRACTION CO2-EXTRA-LOOSE

0. 0025,13-ETHER-LOOSE--CO

0.0, 14-FRACTION OF CH4-XL

0.005, 16-C2H4

0., 17-C3H6

9. 015, 18-OLEFINS-C6H12

_-J.005, 19-C2H6
). , 20-C3H8

_.025, 21-PARAFINS-C6HI4

J.05, 22-CH3

*.64, 2 3-CH4-TIGHT

I.562, 27-CHAR-CARBON

•0, XO (2) .... END--OF-COAL--DATA--FILE

(b) Kinetic file (filename : kin. arg6)

000., sigma (1) -CO2-LOOSE *** / PITTS8 / ARGONNE / August 90 /
000., sigma (2) -NH3

5'_'_vv.,_igma (3) -COZ-TIGHT



1900., sigma (4) -CO-TIGHT

6000., sigma (5) -HYDROGEN

4750., sigma (6) -NITROGEN-I

1500., sigma (7) -NITROGEN-2

2500., sigma (8) -H20-TIGHT

0., sigma (9) -METHANOL

2800., sigma (I0) -CO-EX-T

1250., sigma (Ii) -H20-LOOSE

3600., sigma (12) -C02-EXTRA-LOOSE

1250., sigma (13) -CO-LOOSE

1500., sigma (14) -METHANE-XL

, sigma (15)

1500., sigma (16) -C2H4

1500., sigma (17) -C3H6

I000., sigma (18) -OLEFINS

1500., sigma (19) -C2H6

1500•, sigma (20) -C3H8

I000., sigma (21) -PARAFFINS

1300., sigma (22) -CH4-LOOSE

2200. , sigma (23) -CH4-TIGHT

1500., sigma (24) -C (AL)

1500., sigma (25) -H (AL)

, sigma (_._)-ACETYLENE

6000., sigma (27) -SOOT

1250., sigma (28) -TAR

, sigma (29) -

, sigma (30) -INORG-SULFUR-I

1500., sigma (31) -MISSING

1500., sigma (32) -ABSTRACTED
I. , CS

, A_

26400• , BA

i. 0el4, AX (2)-ATAR

27500., BX(2)-BTAR
, AM-MISSING

26400. , BM

7467., AS (i)

10173•, RS(1)

44916, AS (2)

14523., BS(2)

1.5Eli, AOL

27600•, BOL

2 .IE7, AAC-HIGH

22000. , BAC

, ASOOT

60000•, BSOOT

5.0el2, Al-CO2-LOOSE

3.0el2, A2-NH3

_. _e12, A3-CO2-TIGHT

_. )_12, A4-CO-TIGHT
•2 _EI5, A5-HYDROGEN

_.7 3E12, A6-NITROGEN-I

_.2E13, A7-NITROGEN-2

_..0el4, A8-WATER-TIGHT
_., A9-METHANOL

•.0el4, AI0-CO-EX-TIGHT

,.0el2, All-WATER-LOOSE

•_, -_-_z-_:A'I'_A-LOOSE



,___ °_ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................._i i_il_ !ii................._ _iiiiiiiIiIi__°__iiiiili_
5.0el2, AI3-CO-LOOSE

, AI 4-METHANE-XL

5.0e12, AI6-C2H4

5.0e12, AI7-C3H6

5.0el2, AI8-OLEFINS

5.0el2, AI9-C2H6

5.0e12, A20-C3H8

5.0el2, A21-PARAFFINS

3.0el3, A22-CH4-LOOSE
6.0el3, A23-CH4-TIGHT

0., A24-C (AL)

0., A25-B (AL)

2.5Eli, A2 8-AAC-LOW

10, A2 9,TEMP CROSSOVER ACET

368.5, A3 0-INORG-SULFU_-I
26500., BI-CO2-LOOSE

27300., B2-NH3

32000., B3-CO2-TIGHT

30750., B4-CO-TIGHT

40500. , B5-HYDROGEN

42500., B6-NITROGEN-I

30000., B7-NITROGEN-2

32000., B8-_20-TIGHT

0. , B 9-MEYHANOL

40000., BI0-CO-EXTRA-TIGHT

26000., BII-WATER-LOOSE

21500., BI2-CO2-EXTRA-LOOSE

26000., BI3-CO-LOOSE

30000., BI4-METHANE-XL

25000., BI6-C2H4

25000., BI7-C3H6

25500., BI8-OLEFINS

25000., BI 9-C2H6

25000., B20-C3H8

25500., B21-PARAFFINS

28000., B22-CH4-LOOSE

32000., B23-CH4-TIGHT

30000., B24-C(AL)

30000., B25-H(AL)

32500., B28-BAC-LOW TEMP

8408., B2 9-SULFUR-II

8408., B2 9-INORG- SULFUR -I

(c) Coal _%etwork/polymer file (filename" polymr.arg6)

300,7,0,170,2400,.305,0.2, .036,0.0 / PITTS8 / ARGONNE / September 90 /
106, 13

156, 14

206, 15

256,16

306,15

356,14

406, 13

_.,0.,I.,0., 0.0, 0.,0., 0.,0., 0.,0.,1.,0.,0.0,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0. ,0.,1.0,1.0,0.,0.
_].003,1.3, i. 0, 80 .47,2900. ,2 .0, i. 241, 3000. ,50.

i_3,I. 0e-29, 50000., 250. ,50000., 750. ,1.0e13, 0.65

i06 ;21n _I_ _IS =_ "^6 730 834 938 , , , ., ....... _L o_ 1042 1146 1250 1354

g





Appendix B

****************************

* EXAMPLE OF OUTPUT FILE *
****************************

Case: Modeling of the TG/Plus experiment heated up at 30 C/min till
900 C for Pittsburgh #8 coal

Content of a output file:

.__

theory = 13
coal data file: coal.arg6

kinetic file : kin. arg6

polymer file : polymr, arg6

******* INPUT OF DVC MODEL *******

Initial number of oligomers: 300
Initial* number of monomers : 2400

Initial number of hard bonds: 0

Initial number of crosslinks: 170

Stazting extractables, experimental: 0. 305

Crosslink coefficients of functional groups:

I. 000 0.000 I. 000 0.000 0.000 0. 000 0.000

0.000 0. 000 0. 000 0.000 1. 000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0. 000 0. 000 0.000 0. 000 0.000

1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000

Radius of coal particle: (cm) 3.000E-03

Density of coal particle: (gram/cm**3) 1.300E+00

External pressure : (atmosphere) i. 000E+00

Molar volume of pyridine : 8. 047E+01

Starting crosslS.nk density : 2. 900E+03

Swelling ratio of raw coal: 2.000E+00

Minimum swelling ratio of char 1.241E+00

Number of char bins for vaporization: 13
Masses of char bins:

106.0 210.0 314.0 418.0 522.0

626.0 730.0 834.0 938.0 1042.0

1146.0 1250.0 1354.0

Char bin parameters:

Starting value = 50 Width = I00

2-sigma percolation parameters:
Sl = 1.0 S2 = 4.0

Initial occupancy probability"
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p0 - 0.820 q0 = 0.036 ph0 = 0.000

Logical parameters :

LPLOT = T LVISC = T

Wed Apt 24 12:27:32 1991 A66908.Xarg6 908.0 32.40 2132.
WT WG WC WM YO K

1-C02-LOOSE 0.00160 0.01070 0.00000 0.00000 0.00250 0.89E+03

2-NH3 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.27E+03

3-C02-TIGHT 0.00668 0.02531 0.00000 0.00000 0.00650 0.13E+02

4-ETHER-CO-TIG 0.01549 0.05893 0.00000 0.00000 0.01512 0.24E+02

5-AROMATIC HYD 0.01341 0.03933 0.00313 0.00000 0.01304 0.32E+00

6-HCN-TIGHT 0.02845 0.06166 0.01536 0.00000 0.02696 0.40E-02

7-RCN-LOOSE 0.00265 0.01141 0.00000 0.00000 0.00286 0.39E+03

8-E20-TIGHT 0_03956 0.17099 0.00000 0.00000 0.04279 0.34E+03

9-H20-EXTRA-LS 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00E+00

10-CO-EXTRA TI 0.02426 0.08531 0.00124 0.00000 0,02300 0.39E+00

11-WATER 0.01428 0.09906 0.00000 0.00000 0.02304 0.14E+04

12-C02-EXTRA-L 0. 00017 0. 00475 0. 00000 0. 00000 0. 00100 0.62E+05

13-CO-LOOSE 0.00155 0.01075 0.00000 0,00000 0.00250 0.14E+04

14-METHANE-XL 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00E+00

15-EMPTY 0.01055 0.00000 0.01323 0.00000 0.01000 0,00E+00
16-C2H4 0.00215 0.02244 0.00000 0.00000 0.00500 0.32E+04

17-C3H6 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.32E+04

18-OLEFINS 0.00786 0.06592 0. 00000 0. 00000 0.01500 0.21E+04

19-C2H6 0.00215 0.02244 0.00000 0.00000 0.00500 0.32E+04

20-C3H8 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.32E+04

21-PARAFFINS 0.0._,310 0. 10987 0. 00000 0. 00000 0. 02500 0.21E+04

22-CB4-LOOSE 0.01318 0.07538 0.00000 0.00000 0.01800 0.15E+04

23-CB4-TIGHT 0.03170 0.12578 0.00000 0.00000 0.03200 0.10E+03

24-C-ALIPHATIC 0.16526 0.00000 0.20722 0. 00000 0.15658 0.00E+00

25-B-ALIPHATIC 0. 01279 0. 00000 0. 01604 0. 00000 0. 01212 0.00E+00

26-C2E2 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.17E+00

27-CARBON 0.59316 0.00000 0.74378 0.00000 0.56200 0.00E+00

TOTAL (TAR RATE 0.20239 0.20342 0.59420 0.00000 1.00000 0.77E+04

28-(OLE RATE) 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.11E+02

29- 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00E+00

30-(MISSING RA 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00E+00

TOTAL (ABS RATE 0.20239 0.20342 0.59420 0.00000 1.00000 0.00E+00
H/C RATIO = 0.9286 DT-I= 0.0000 DT-2= 0.0050

A66908 .Xarg6 COMPOSITION OF DEVOLATILIZATION PRODUCTS (MMF)

PRODUCT DISTRIB. CAR_ON HYDROGEN OXYGEN NITROGEN S (0) S (M) S (T)
COAL I00.0 83.20 5.25 8.90 1.60 1.00 0.00 1.00

CB 59.4 95.86 I. 92 0.07 i. 92 I. 32 0.00 I.32

TAR 20.2 84.77 4.75 7.76 i. 67 I. 06 0.00 i. 06

GAS 20.3 44.65 15.50 35.83 3_ 79 0.00 0.00 0.00
MISSING 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

CONDITIONS COMPONENT WC WT WM WG

908. C HYDROGEN 0.19 0.27 0.00 0.80

_4BIENT METHANE 0.00 0.91 0.00 4.09

_IT PRESS CO 0.07 0.84 0.00 3.15
• SH SIZE SUBTOTAL 0.26 2.02 0.00 8.04

_OUNT CO2 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.83

_AT RATE C2H2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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C2H4 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.46

COAL C2H6 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.46

COAL TYPE C3H6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

SEAM C3H8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ASTM _ METHANOL 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

COALFI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

COALF2 C6HX 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

ASH (DRY) PARAFINS 0.00 0.27 0.00 2.23

VOLATILES OLEFINS 0n 00 0.16 0.00 I. 34

FIXED CARBON RCN 0.91 0.63 0.00 I. 49

NH3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

H2S 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

COS 0.79 0.21 0.00 0.00

CS2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

SO2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

INIT OTHER 13.27 3.60 0.00 0.00

SUST SUBTOTAL 14.96 5.13 0.00 6.80

AV MOLECUTJ_R WT H20 0.00 I. 09 0.00 5.49

COMPUTED MOL WT TOTAL 15.22 8.23 0.00 R0.34

----------------------------------------------_--_____________

RESULTS OF PERC-VAP MODEL

TIME = 0.213E+04 sec TEMP. = 1181. K

pO = 0.820 q0 = 0.036 ph0 = 0.000

ptotal = 0.410 qtotal = 0.431 psoft = 0.000
Xlink density = 237.8

Vol. Swel. Ratio (vsr) = 2.000 Normalized vsr = 0.000
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Appendix D

****************************

• EXAMPLE OF SOURCE FILE *
****************************

Filename : source6, tgplusd

Case: Modeling of the TG/Plus experiment at 30 C/min for
Pittsburgh #8 coal

Content of a source file:

pitts8.tgexp # Line I: filename of a flag file.

tgplus.plt6d # Line 2: filenam_ of plotting parameters
I, 8 # Line 3: options for Window 1

I, 8 # Line 4: options for Window 2

I, 8 # Line 5: options for Window 3

I, 8 # Line 6: options for Window 4

I, 8 # Line 7: options for Window 5

TG-623.pit.30c # Line 8: filename of TG/Plus data (Part I)

TG+623.pit.30c # Line 9: filename of TG/Plus data (Part 2)

yes # Line I0: logical variable for screendump
dump.tg6dl # Line II: filename to which screendump is stored



qp




